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Abstract

Communication between humans consists of more than just the verbal component
that we all associate with common human interaction. Nonverbal elements are essential
parts of full and effective form of communication and conveyance of idea from one
individual to another. Nonverbal factors include such things as facial expressions,
gestures, body movements, stance, and gaze. These factors are unconsciously and
unintentionally present in the communication ritual of humans, and full conveyance of a
person's ideas or emotions cannot be realized and transferred to another in absence of
these factors. It is only when these nonverbal aspects of communication are represented
that human social interaction can occur in its complete form. This holds true for face-to-
face interactions as well as when these interactions take place over a virtual collaborative
environment via a networked computer system.

This thesis explores human social interactions within the context of virtual
collaborative work environments. Specifically, this thesis will examine the role of
gestures in personal expression in human social interaction as it pertains to collaborative
engineering environment where users or the involved parties are interested in
collaborating in a geographically distributed setting to achieve a certain goal in their
work process. The significance of social interaction, composed of personal expression
and social feedback elements, in a collaborative interaction setting is discussed.
Gestures, a specific element of nonverbal behavior that plays an integral role in
communication that takes place in human interactions, is explored in particular. With the
aim of enabling a more complete social interaction capability for a user of a collaborative
system, a gesture expression prototype is designed. The proposed design will allow
certain gestures to be made at will by the user with the effect of increasing the level of
personal expression and social feedback in the virtual collaborative environment.

Thesis Supervisor: Feniosky Pefia-Mora
Title: Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Communication between humans consists of more than the verbal component that we

all associate with common human interaction. Human communication goes far beyond

just verbal speech, for nonverbal component of communication are just as and, in some

cases, plays even a more significant role in conveying ideas and emotions. Nonverbal

elements are essential parts of full and effective form of communication and conveyance

of idea from one individual to another. Nonverbal factors include such things as facial

expressions, gestures, body movements, stance, and gaze. These factors are

unconsciously and unintentionally present in the communication ritual of human beings,

and full conveyance of a person's ideas or emotions cannot be realized and transferred to

another in absence of these factors.

Human interaction and communication can occur in a number of ways through

various media. Among the various forms, human interaction include face to face (where

all forms of communication, verbal and nonverbal, is utilized for most effective social

interaction), telephone (where only verbal speech is utilized), video conferencing (where

both verbal and nonverbal elements can be conveyed), text chat (where essentially verbal

form of communication is channeled via typing), and more recently three-dimensional

virtual worlds (where avatars represent the involved users in a virtual world).

Furthermore, human interaction occurs in any scenario, whether it be in pure social or

entertainment purposes or in collaboration in a work-oriented setting. No matter in which

scenario and method of interaction and collaboration is taking place, the need for
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effective communication is universal. Without effective communication, social

interaction capabilities are significantly diminished because of the weakness in the

participants' abilities to convey, share, and perceive ideas and feelings of one another.

As it will be discussed in the next chapter, such ability to express as well as to perceive

ideas and emotions is crucial in social interaction and, consequently, in collaborative

settings.

This thesis will emphasize the latter of the two scenarios in which human interactions

occur - within the context of collaborative work environment. Specifically, this thesis

will examine the role of gestures in personal expression in human social interaction as it

pertains to collaborative engineering environment where users or the involved parties are

interested in collaborating in a geographically distributed setting to achieve a certain goal

in their work or learning process.

1.1 DiSEL and CAIRO

The motivation for this research stems from the development and the research that

extends from the Collaborative Agent Interaction and synchROnization (CAIRO)

software that has been originally developed by Karim Hussein, Sc.D. (Hussein, 1998) and

worked on by the Distributed Software Engineering Laboratory (DiSEL) from 1997-1999

(DiSEL 1997, DiSEL 1998). The DiSEL team consists of members from both MIT and

CICESE in Mexico. The members of the 1997-1998 DiSEL team are: Bob Yang, Felix

Loera, Humberto Chavez, Simoneta Rodriguez, Lidia Gomez, Gregorio Cruz, Rene

Navarro, Christine Su, Tim Wuu, Sergio Infante, Juan Contreras, Ruben Martinez,

Charles Njendu, Diana Ruiz, Kareem Benjamin, Juan Garcilazo, and Marcela Rodriguez.

The DiSEL 1998-1999 team consists of: Christian Manesseh, Gregorio Cruz, Gregoire

Landel, Sanjeev Vadhavkar, Cagaln Kuyumcu, Joon Hor, Kiran Choudary, Padmanabha

Vedam, Jaime Solari, Octavio Garcia, Alberto Garcia, Juan Contreras, Ricardo Acosta,

and Rafael Llamas. Working as software engineering teams, the DiSEL groups worked

to add features to CAIRO to enhance social interaction and casual contact.
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CAIRO is a platform-independent collaborative software framework developed in

Java that enable geographically and temporally distributed designers and teams to

collaborate in real-time over the Internet and private computer networks. Distributed

collaboration is achieved through the unique combination of features that creates a virtual

environment in which social feedback and casual contact mechanisms simulate a real

meeting and work setting.

CAIRO serves as the common base framework that allows the users to create their

specified meeting environment by giving the users the connectivity tools directly needed

in a meeting environment. The modular tools that can be accessed from the CAIRO

platform are called "drivers". They include, but are not restricted to, social feedback

mechanism, casual contact ability, text-based chat function, shared whiteboard for

sketching, schedule/agenda monitoring tool, as well as 3D interface and affective

computing abilities. In addition, plug-ins to the system allow for customization to fit

virtually any type of collaborative work among geographically dispersed members. The

CAIRO platform, as well as social interaction feature that it supports will be discussed

more in detail in later sections.

In the context of such an architecture that supports collaboration among distributed

members, the question of how to improve the effectiveness and "realness" of the

collaboration process arises. Undoubtedly, one major component of collaboration is

solidly founded on human social interaction that makes communication among people

possible and drives the dynamics of the group setting. This research is mainly focused on

this aspect of collaboration - social interaction. More specifically, I will look at the role

of gestures in social interaction and how this can be incorporated into and represented in

a social interaction-supporting system such as CAIRO so that a more natural and more

effective collaboration process can take place in the virtual environment.
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1.2 3D Virtual Environments

Virtual communities allow people to meet in a fictitious setting where they can

socialize, work, and build worlds that are totally independent from our "reality" domain

that we live in. Until recently, most of these networked virtual communities, such as

MUD's (multi-user domains), have been text-based so that any form of communication

that occurs among the users in this virtual environment was through a text dialog

interface where the users were limited to a very one-faceted method of communication

and interaction with each other. However, these text-based environments are now going

graphical, displaying models of colorful locales and the people that inhibit them.

These graphical virtual environments are usually three-dimensional, where people

and the objects are represented as 3D models. Thus, this 3D virtual world allows the user

to delve into a completely different realm where they have the ability to meet and interact

with other users in the world. When users connect to such a system, they choose a

character that will become their graphical representation in the virtual 3D world, called

an avatar, a word from Sanskrit meaning "incarnation" (Gesture and Narrative Language

Group MIT Media Lab, 1999). Once inside, the users can explore the environment, often

from a first person perspective, by controlling the movement of their avatar. The avatar

of all the other users that are concurrently logged onto the system can be seen, and they

can be approached to initiate conversation.

Such a 3D virtual world are currently used largely for entertainment and purely social

purposes. However, a virtual environment can be equally effective in a collaborative

work-oriented setting, where each participant or a team member can log on and, in effect,

conduct a productive meeting. Such a 3D interface for the CAIRO system was proposed

and developed in DiSEL '98-'99 (DiSEL 1998). It is in this context of collaborative

engineering environment that social interaction and effective communication is

discussed.
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Like any form of human interaction in virtual environments, effective communication

among the users is crucial and indispensable. As mentioned earlier, effective

communication involves many factors that include the verbal as well as nonverbal

aspects. In regard to the nonverbal factors associated with communication and social

interaction among people, gestures undoubtedly convey and express much subtle as well

as obvious meanings. With the 3D environment for CAIRO, natural extensions of social

interaction and communication issues arise. The main focus of this research is in that area

of gestures in effective communication in the context of social interaction, and how this

may be represented in a 3D environment.

1.3 Overview

This chapter will serve as an introduction to the concept of social interaction and

virtual environments where collaboration can take place. The idea of three-dimensional

virtual environment for computer systems is presented and DiSEL as well as CAIRO is

introduced. The remainder of the thesis is divided into five chapters, each providing

information to further understand and to define the significance of gestures as part of

social interaction, and how such an element can be incorporated into a expression tool

within a three-dimensional virtual environment.

Chapter two describes the background and motivation for the research. The CAIRO

system is described and the concepts and elements of social interaction among humans

are explained in detail.

Chapter three takes an element of social interaction that was detailed in Chapter 3 and

goes in depth with it. Specifically, the chapter explores the theories of gestures in

communication and human interaction, and how it may be relevant to the representation

of personal expression and social feedback in a collaborative setting.

Chapter four explains the context of this research in terms of the DiSEL 1998-1999

group and its project goals. It explains the nature of DiSEL and the specific work in the

15



development of a 3D interface done in the 1998-1999 academic year as it pertains to this

research. It contains relevant sections of the group's requirements analysis, conducted

primarily by the analyst, Gregoire Landel.

Chapter five then covers the feasibility of gesture expression in a virtual system.

Some methods of gesture expression in computer systems is discusses, followed by an

examination of what types of gestures are appropriately expressed in the case considered

in this thesis.

Chapter six proceeds with the design of such a gesture expression prototype that can

be implemented to represent animating gesture movement by the user. The requirements

of such a tool is presented along with the technical design issues that are to be considered

in such a prototype. VRML avatar standards, VRML execution model, animation

techniques, and the Java-VRML interface is examined in detail.

Chapter seven serves as a conclusion and evaluation of representation of gestures as a

means to enhance social interaction. The evaluation of the proposed design in terms of

effectiveness, feasibility, and potential shortfalls is presented, along with a conclusion of

gestures and social interaction in collaborative systems.
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the motivation behind this research of gestures and its

role in social interaction in collaborative virtual environments lies with CAIRO and its

social interaction mechanism available to its users. CAIRO platform allows such

interaction within the distributed collaborative environment, and the study of gestures to

gain a more effective communication and social interaction in such environments is what

is driving this research.

In this chapter, CAIRO is described in more detail and the concepts of social

interaction in a collaborative environment is clarified and developed fully. Moreover, the

significance and relevance of gestures in this framework will be outlined to give a sense

of where it falls under in the broad picture.

2.1 Collaborative Agent Interaction and synchROnization (CAIRO)

As mentioned earlier, CAIRO is a system that allows effective collaboration among

geographically distributed users by incorporating tools of communication and meeting

process control. A unique aspect of CAIRO that most distance communication methods

don't allow is social interaction in casual contact and planned sessions of the users.

17



2.1.1 Background

CAIRO is a platform-independent collaborative software framework that enable

geographically and temporally distributed teams to collaborate in real-time over the

Internet and private computer networks (Hussein, 1998). Distributed collaboration is

achieved through the unique combination of features that creates a virtual collaboration

environment in which social feedback and casual contact mechanisms simulate a real

meeting and work setting.

Information exchanges in a shared work environment comprise of a variety of media.

Typical exchanges between members of a group involve verbal and nonverbal forms of

communication and social interaction, shared documents, and sketches or visual aids.

Such interactions have occurred traditionally in a face-to-face, real time situations, as in a

meeting, or asynchronously, in the form of memos/e-mail.

CAIRO was created and improved upon with this aim of recreating an effective real-

time collaborative environment where human interactions that have traditionally occurred

in co-located settings are achieved in a virtual, networked computer system. (Hussein,

1998) Specifically, CAIRO system provides an environment that allows geographically

distributed individuals/ teams to collaborate over the Internet by simulating virtual

meetings. It provides a natural, powerful, and responsive environment to the multi-modal

communication needs of users across the Internet in real-time. The CAIRO collaboration

system will enable users to function in an information immersion environment, able to

retrieve, forward, and re-use information regardless of the temporal nature of its source or

destination.

CAIRO provides an environment for structured information exchange across the

Internet in real-time. Critical design elements of the system are synchronous and

asynchronous multimedia communication channel, coordinated social interaction support,

system modularity and adaptability with a variety of media and tools, robust and reliable

means of communication, and finally, a multi-user interface for collaboration.

18



Since collaborative work may include sections that are real-time, as well those that

are asynchronous, CAIRO supports capture and replay of real-time discussions. In this

way, group members unable to participate in portions of an ongoing collaboration will

not be deprived of information. This is further supplemented by automated indexing of

captured material, incorporation of asynchronously generated materials into the

collaboration stream, and object annotation support for the workgroup.

2.1.2 CAIRO Design

Real time interaction is inherently taxing on both system and communication

resources. Furthermore, the multimedia nature of human interaction necessitates a

synchronization mechanism between the media channels to preserve the time dependence

of the initial user input. The CAIRO system is based on the Internet and its underlying

TCP/IP protocols. CAIRO assumes that the underlying network is non-deterministic and

methods have been developed to accommodate this inadequacy, which are based on real

time scheduling techniques. This basically means that CAIRO assumes that the packet

delay times are not pre-specified and may vary.

In order to satisfy the various requirements and needs of a real time interaction

system via the Internet as mentioned above, a model of the distributed negotiation

meeting process has been devised. This model is composed of four critical components

(Hussein, 1998):

1. Co-location: a physical meeting room in which the participant can meet.

2. Cooperation: a common language and shared understanding of materials to be

presented in the meeting

3. Coordination: an agenda and an individual or set of individuals that ensures the

agenda is maintained and the group is focused on resolving the issues outlined in the

agenda.

4. Documentation: group memory which is comprised of each individual's memory and

notes as well as the formally defined group memory incorporated in the minutes of

the meeting.
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DocD~atonio

Figure 2-1: Collaboration Mechanism of CAIRO

The collaboration mechanism in CAIRO can be illustrated in Figure 2-1. This model

maps the necessary physical meeting elements into a general requirement list. The

following provides a description of the layers of a computer-based system required for an

effective collaborative environment:

Co-location involves dealing with the network infrastructure to provide seamless

communication among distributed clients in a conference. This layer should provide

naming services to identify client locations as well as interaction with the network

protocols to transmit data across the network between the clients.

Co-operation involves the sharing of information among clients in a team. Due to

differences in software and capabilities of the various clients, translations need to be

performed in order to provide a coherent view of the data among the clients.

Co-ordination involves control of the work flow and communication process. This

allows for efficient control mechanisms to coordinate group effort. The coordination

layer acts as a "virtual manager" of the conferring clients.

20
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Documentation involves the capture and storage of conversation elements exchanged

during a meeting. The documentation process provides a mechanism for the retention of

group memory.

2.1.3 Features of CAIRO

CAIRO is the common base framework that allows the users to create their specified

meeting environment by connecting the working tools directly into the meeting

environment. The modular tools that can be accessed from the CAIRO platform are

called "drivers" which include, but are not restricted to, social feedback mechanism,

casual contact ability, text-based chat function, shared whiteboard for sketching, and

schedule/agenda monitoring tool.

As it stands today, CAIRO exists as a collaboration enabling platform by which the

above mentioned drivers, i.e., basic text chat, shared whiteboard, agenda manager, and

personal expression tool, work together to supports meeting and collaboration work on

the Internet. Multiple meetings can co-exist and the different styles of meetings, such as

lecture, conference, round table, are supported and are readily changed. DiSEL 1997-

1998 has added a casual contact ability and a personal expression component to CAIRO

by the addition of the facial expression capability, whereby a user can express his mood

by changing the facial expression that is displayed in the meeting window in CAIRO.

In addition to the already existing features that CAIRO provides, there are further

work that is proposed to be done. Parts of this future work was conducted by DiSEL '98-

'99, as detailed in Chapter 4. The additional work that would enable a next generation of

CAIRO would include the following elements:

Multi User Collaboration Interface:

e CAIRO would provide an environment that enables geographically distributed

individuals/ teams to collaborate over the Internet, by simulating a virtual meeting.

21



" A centralized collaboration manager incorporates the CAIRO client interfaces and

maintains a list of forums, meeting rooms, participants. It also provides security by

restricting access to forums/meeting rooms.

* The CAIRO collaboration manager would provide multiple meeting environments

namely, free style, chaired meeting, lecture room meeting each with its own

underlying sets of collaboration protocols. The meeting room environments would

have both 2-D and 3-D interfaces.

e The collaboration interfaces in CAIRO are based on metaphors derived from

extensive research in the field of collaboration among distributed teams, focusing on

issues like meeting entry and exit, floor state, member state and addressability, focus

of attention, degree of engagement.

Media Drivers:

CAIRO would provide the following media drivers to enable effective collaboration

* A text driver with a language translator that will allow exchange of short messages

among participants. The built-in language translator allows people with different

cultural backgrounds to collaborate effectively.

" An audio and video driver enables users to exchange communication using speech

and/or video in a synchronous manner.

" A social interaction (awareness driver) driver allows meeting participants to get

feedback on the emotional responses of their distributed counterparts.

* 3D Environment that allows the user to interact and collaborate in a virtual

environment where social interaction is enhanced through a greater control and

freedom of personal expression and social feedback.

These are some of the visions that future works would focus on. As denoted by the

bold-face, DiSEL '98-'99 has worked to improve on the Awareness driver and the 3D

environment interface for the user. These two components are directly related to the
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enhancement of social interaction in the CAIRO environment and will be further

examined in Chapter 4.

2.2 Social Interaction

The following sections outlines the basic concepts and elements of social interaction

as defined in such a collaborative system as CAIRO. This discussion is taken from

DiSEL '97-'98 requirements analysis done by Simoneta Rodriguez and Humberto

Chavez (Rodriguez, 1998). While DiSEL '97-'98 concentrated on a distributed

collaborative learning and I am looking at distributed collaborative work environments,

the basic ideas of collaboration and social interaction are quite similar.

2.2.1 Distributed Collaboration

Distributed project collaboration is a social activity conducted by those who happen

to be geographically dispersed. The effectiveness of such social activity depends upon a

computer network, communication technology and tools such as CAIRO, that enable

human social interaction across the distances separating the participants in a way that

resembles face-to-face interactions as successfully as possible. Components of the virtual

work environment created by such technologies usually consist of elements such as

conference rooms and project spaces that simulate real-life collaborative settings where

social interactions occur. Within these settings, the social tasks that are involved require

teams of people to perform tasks with some level of common purpose, varying but

persistent leadership roles, and consistent expectations for required collaboration.

As technology enables that world to shrink by facilitating connectivity among people,

collaborative work and learning performed by groups of people who are distributed in

space and time face certain problems with regard to social interaction. It is impossible to

disregard the importance of certain elements of social interaction among distributed

teams. Moreover, such elements of effective communication and interaction that a co-
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located team may take for granted are rather very difficult to provide in distributed

collaborative environments.

While current techniques and technologies for conducting distributed project

collaboration readily permit basic forms of human social interaction such as speech and

writing, they have significant deficiencies that include severe restrictions on possible

forms and the range of social interaction. These restrictions inevitably limit the

effectiveness, applicability, and usefulness of current distance collaboration techniques.

2.2.2 Implication of Current Limitations and Problems

There are many significant deficiencies in conducting distributed project

collaboration in terms of communication and social interaction. These limitations are

mainly caused by issues of technology and techniques that are implemented which

disregard certain elements of social interaction. Specifically, these include the following:

* Limitations upon the forms and the range of social interaction possible between

participants. "Complete" social interaction is necessary within collaborating groups

because it allows:

* "lasting bonds" among the participants. Lasting bonds seem to be essential for

effective learning and collaborative environments.

+ participants to "interpret the thinking" of other participants so that complete and

effective communication of ideas and emotions is possible. Groups appear to

work significantly better when group participants can predict some of the future

behaviors of other participants.

* Removal of the nonverbal immediate-feedback aspects of co-located human

interaction. That is, social feedback while speaking, lecturing, or attempting to

interact is severely limited or non-existent without some mechanism by which these

nonverbal factors are transferred and acknowledged by the other parties involved.
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Social feedback, as a component of social interaction, is essential for appropriate

delivery of content, as well as for assurance that intended communications have been

established. Social feedback includes:

+ Facial expressions

+ Hand movements

+ Body movements (body language)

+ Orientation of the head

+ Focal point of the eyes - gaze

+ Stance

Note that hand movements, body movements, and the orientation of the head are

inclusive of human gestures, or gesticulation, which this research will focus on.

* Non-existent opportunities for unplanned encounters or casual contact in informal

settings unrelated to the structured sessions of collaboration. Casual contacts among

participants are significant contributors to effective collaborative environments

because they allow observation of unrehearsed behaviors. This facilitates learning

about the other participants that cannot occur without such unplanned encounters. It

is clear that social feedback mechanisms are crucial in this regard as well.

Social interaction is a technical term used in the field of environmental psychology,

referring distinctly to the interaction of one or more human beings with other human

beings in a specific setting. The term is used here in this technical sense, to distinguish

from other kinds of interaction, such as those between human beings and machines.

Social feedback as used in this context refers to those components of social

interaction that permit a speaker to determine the emotional state of the listener. This

allows a distinction between feedback information perceived by humans about/from other

humans, and feedback information perceived by humans about/from non-humans (e.g.
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machine feedback mechanisms). In other words, machines can provide feedback, which

may or may not provide humans with social feedback about other humans.

Casual interaction is used here to refer to unplanned, spontaneous social interaction

occurring outside of planned sessions, and meetings.

2.2.3 Social Interaction

Social interaction is comprised of two elements: 1) Personal expression, and 2) social

feedback. A third phenomenon, casual contact, is intimately and inherently related to

these components. It is evident that personal expression and social feedback are directly

related to each other, because portions of one person's expressions, such as speech and

behavior, provide the signals interpreted as feedback by another. This social interaction

can be accomplished in two scenarios of human interaction: during planned encounters

among the participants and during unplanned encounters. Examples of planned

encounters include scheduled meetings, and work sessions. Examples of unplanned

encounters, called casual contact, are chance meetings among participants on a hallway.

Both forms are composed of the two tightly coupled elements of social feedback and

personal expression, as shown in Figure 2-2.

SOCIAL INTERACTION

Planned Casual Contact
Session

Social Social 5
Feedback Feedback

Personal Personal
Expression Expression

Figure 2-2: Social Interaction (social feedback, personal expression, and casual contact)
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It is important to note the close relationship between social feedback and personal

expression in both planned and casual forms of social interaction. They are mutually

dependent on each other, as one would lose meaning without the existence of the other.

Social feedback depends on personal expressions of the participants in order for its

mechanism of communication and interpretation to have meaning. Conversely, personal

expression is meaningless without the social feedback mechanism by which the

expression displayed by the participant is transferred to and interpreted by the other.

Human beings express themselves both verbally and non-verbally, through activity

and inactivity, voluntarily and involuntarily. Some portions of the total range of a

person's expressive behaviors provide the cues that others use to interpret the person's

ideas and their state of emotion. This is termed social feedback. In a collaborative

virtual environment, at least some representation of personal expression must be

transmitted among the participants in order to achieve this social feedback, and thus

social interaction.

2.2.4 Personal Expression

To analyze the concept of personal expression, a representation called a "black-box

human" is introduced. Each participant or user in the collaborative environment is

represented as a black-box human that provides only output signals as far as the observer

is concerned. These output signals that are given by such a black-box model in a given

human social setting include these six readily identified signals:

e Movement or lack of movement and focal point of the eyes

* Presence or absence of verbal expression, i.e. speech

* Movement or lack of movement of facial muscles - facial expression

e Position, orientation, and movement of the head

e Position, orientation, and movement of the body - body-language

e Position, orientation, and movement of the hands
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It is important to note that this list of six signals emitted by the black-box human is

not exhaustive. Additional signals can be identified easily, and when found, they should

be added to the list accordingly. Figure 2-3 illustrates how the six signals transmit

information from a black-box human to someone perceiving these signals. As explained

below, the signals from the eyes, speech, face, head, body, and hands get transmitted to

another person to relay information about the presence, behavior, and attention state of

the transmitting human, who in the Figure 2-3 is the black-box human. The information

that gets relayed and expressed through the transmission of the signals (presence,

behavior, and attention state) is termed here as the three requirements of transmission.

BLAC

HUAN

eyes

speech

face

head

body

hands

Behavior

Figure 2-3: Personal Expression Components

The personal expression construct outlined above can be simplified as follows:

* The signals that must be transmitted and translated by the collaborative system are

body, head, face, hand, and the resulting combinations specified below. Speech

signal is readily represented via text chat, or microphone.
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e The body signal is essential for transmission of all three requirements. Body signals

that must be conveyed in the collaborative environment include:

1. Each participant's bodily presence during planned sessions

2. Intermittent, or non-continuous, bodily presence outside of planned sessions, i.e.

casual contact

3. Sitting

4. Standing

5. Shoulders up

6. Shoulders down

7. Walking away

e The head signal is also important in conveying of all three requirements. Head

signals that must be conveyed include:

1. Orientation (which way it's facing)

2. Upright

3. Tilted

4. Nod

5. Shake

e The hand signal is used in the transmission of the requirements mainly in use wholly

or as a part of a gesture. Hand signals, two for each participant, modulated

individually, that must be conveyed include:

1. Raised

2. Point

3. Fist

4. Count

5. Held up to head

6. Palm up

7. Palm down

8. Wave
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" The face signal is an integral element for transmission and perception of the three

requirements. Face signals that must be conveyed include:

1. Smile

2. Laugh

3. Frown

4. Serious

5. Yawn

* Combination signals that is may be used to convey information about the person's

emotional or affective state include:

Excuse me signal: one hand raised to indicate a wish to speak

Puzzled signal: shoulders up, head tilted, both hands palm up

Demand signal: face serious, hand fist

Bored signal: head tilted, face yawn, hand held up to head

Leaving now signal: body walking away, hand wave

Negative attention signal: no voluntary signal during specified period of time: head

tilted, face away

Taking a cue from the signal labeled by "body", commonly called "body language", a

little reflection leads to the conclusion that each of these signals is a language used by

human beings to communicate in social settings. Thus, the six identified signals are

transmitted in six "native languages". These six signals, emitted by the black-box human

in their six respective native languages, transmit the components of social feedback

identified as presence, behaviors, and attention state.

Further analysis of personal expression calls for the following:

" Identify key forms or instances of each signal in its native language.

" Of these signal forms or instances, and combinations of them, identify which are

essential for transmitting presence, behaviors, and attention state.
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e Identify how additional or alternative languages, suitable for transmission through

computer systems, will be developed for some or all of the native black-box human

signal languages. It is crucial to note that new languages for representing these

signals, must be tested for their ability to be interpreted by the intended market of

system participants, in the social feedback stage.

" Identify how to translate the essential signals or combination of signals into the new

languages.

To this aim of analyzing personal expression as it relates to social feedback in the

social interaction framework, gestures will be studied in detail. Gestures comprise of

elements of body signals, head signals, and hand signals that have been discussed above.

Further exploration of gestures in personal expression in virtual environments will be

discussed in more depth in the following chapters.

2.2.5 Social Feedback

With personal expression represented as black-box humans emitting signals in native

signal languages, social feedback may be represented as an interested participant's receipt

and interpretation of these signals. While each person in a social setting continuously

emits a variety of signals, a participant received some of these signals at various times.

These reception times are more less within the participant's control, especially in a group

setting. Such phenomenon can occur in two situations, on an individual level basis, and

in a group level basis. The transmission and perception of signals in a one-on-one

situation is shown in Figure 2-4, where there are only two involved parties in this

mechanism.

However, personal expression and social feedback can also occur in a group level,

where an individual is interacting with more that just one other person. Therefore, in a

group setting, the participant must interpret the same signals at two (minimum) levels,

individual level interpretation and group level interpretation. This is illustrated in Figure

2-5.
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Social
Feedback

& Personal
Expression

Figure 2-4: Individual Level Interpretation

Feedback
& Personal
Expression

Figure 2-5: Group Level Interpretation

The social feedback construct can be summarized as follows:

e The previously defined signals of the body, head, hand, face, and their combinations,

along with speech, can be assumed to be sufficient for an involved participant in the

collaborative virtual environment to perceive and interpret presence, behaviors, and

attention states.

* Emitted signals in the framework of the virtual environment are assumed to be the

result of voluntary actions by participants.

* Presence should be interpreted when the body signal operates.

* Behaviors should be interpreted through the operation of any voluntary signal.

* Attention state for each participant should be interpreted as follows:

* Positive Attention State: voluntary signals occurring.

* Negative Attention State: no voluntary signal within a specified period of time.
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In certain cases, the personal signals that are transmitted to the other involved

party/parties are not the only factors that play a role in the communication channel.

Other circumstantial information, such as the context of the environment (e.g., in a

formal meeting room) and other possible external information (e.g., dress), can also play

a role in determining the presence, behavior, and attention state of the involved parties of

social feedback in an social interaction setting. For example, someone dressed in a

formal business suit sitting at a meeting table in an office gives off a more formal,

serious, and "down-to-business" state of mood, as compared to someone dressed in jeans

sitting at a couch with a soda in his hand. Such situation is illustrated in Figure 2-6

below.

Personal Signals Presence

in 
CExternal................... .................

Information

Environmental Attention
Factors State

Figure 2-6: Social feedback Components

2.2.6 Casual Contact

With the preceding representations of personal expression and social feedback, casual

contact may be represented as a "when" issue rather than a "what" issue. Since the

components of social interaction are personal expression and social feedback, the

fundamental criterion for the existence of casual contact is determined by when social

interaction takes place: during planned sessions, or during unplanned events or

encounters. Various forms of black-box human signals can and will be emitted during
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both planned and unplanned events, and must be interpreted by a participant to obtain

social feedback.

Figure 2-7: Components of Social Interaction

To move beyond the fundamental criterion of casual contact, occurrence of casual

contact in "real life" must be examined. The "real life" scenario is when and where the

participants would be in physical co-location with each other and would exchange forms

of social interaction and communication in a real time basis. This will be termed "real

time contiguous space" (RTCS). Some of the features of RTCS that are notable and are

crucial aspects of effective social interaction include:

* RTCS casual contact events occur essentially randomly. This follows from the fact

that they are unplanned. Patterns in RTCS casual contact do appear, due to factors

such as personal schedules, physical proximity of living space or office quarters,

preferences for times or places to eat, and so on. Individuals find that they "run into"

certain other individuals more often than others, in certain places and/or at certain

times. Yet these patterns do not guarantee contact, for there is a large element of

chance that is involved. This random quality of RTCS casual contact is a crucial
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component to preserve in a computerized social interaction environment that provides

opportunities for casual contact.

e While RTCS casual contact events occur randomly, individuals are able to exercise

various levels of control over them. For example, an individual who knows that an

encounter with Professor Pefia-Mora is more likely to occur on the stretch of hallway

near his office, may choose to either a) avoid that hallway, or b) to use it more

frequently, with the choice based on desire for casual contact with the professor.

Professor Peia-Mora, on the other hand, like all human beings, routinely uses a

variety of personal expression signals to indicate his willingness to engage in social

interaction at any given moment. He may, for example, state "See me later, I have a

meeting right now." Or he may walk very fast with head down, which most people

would interpret as "Do not disturb". On the other hand, if one encountered the

professor in a relaxed pose, apparently lounging in the hall outside of his office, most

people would assume that he is open to casual contact at that moment.

e RTCS causal contact events may be viewed as primarily related to spaces, activities,

and broadcasts. While all RTCS events occur in the same space (by definition), some

are more directly related to spatial and locational issues, for example, the hallway

contact mentioned above. While all RTCS events occur at the same time by

definition, some are more directly related to activities rather than spaces, for example,

running into someone when faxing, at any of the several fax machines in the vicinity.

Another example of activity-related causal contact is running into someone when

eating, at any of several eating locations that one frequents. Broadcast casual contact

may be viewed as the result of broadcasting one's availability for casual contact.

This is tied to expressing the level of desire for casual contact, as demonstrated in the

hallway example above. Broadcasting one's availability for casual contact welcomes

interaction by transmitting signals that attract others to you. For example, if one

wishes to broadcast his availability to interact, he/she may look around for any

familiar face, put on a rather "friendly" smile, and address a very relaxed casual

stance to let others know that he is available to socialize and interact.

* Issues involving definitions about what is private and what is public must be

considered for casual contact provided as part of a computerized social interaction
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environment. The distinction between public and private space must be made when

considering social interactions and collaboration-based work. For example, when

someone is in his/her own room, he/she is in his/her private space and thus casual

contact ability from random individuals who don't have access to his private space is

significantly reduced. On the other hand, if that person were to be in a hallway,

he/she is now in a public space where casual contact is more likely and is more

welcomed. Translating this concept to a computer environment, when someone is

working from a computer hard drive, the user is effectively in a private realm which

most people won't be able to access. Thus, this activity will be similar to being in a

private office with limited outside interactions. Conversely, the user can also choose

to put him/herself in public space by working in the public network domain. As

he/she ventures onto the network space, he/she is putting him/herself in a public

realm where he/she can be identified as online, and is available or accessible for

contact by others online. This activity mimics the public space where interactions are

not limited. However, in this case, the availability of interaction will depend on the

availability of that person in the public space or online. If that person returns to work

on the hard drive without any activity on the network, that person returns to his/her

private space where interactions are once again limited. In this way, public and

private space metaphor is utilized to closely mimic the face-to-face human

interactions that occur everyday. As exemplified here, public and private issues are

involved in the RTCS case, and it is noted that some portion of the legal system in

most countries revolves around this issue. The ability to exercise personal control

over casual contact may be viewed as essential to avoiding problems in this area.

2.2.7 Social Interaction: Further Representation

After the preceding analyses and representation, examining social interaction in yet

more detail at this point is instructive. Several conclusions can be drawn, and debated.

9 The components of social interaction are personal expression and social feedback.
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* The languages of emitted signals must be shared between black-box humans and

interested parties, for social feedback to occur.

* As a result, these two components are tightly integrated - they do not occur in

isolation from one another.

e For a particular integrated system that builds a collaborative environment for a

number of black-box humans, the shared signal language used by the participants and

thus the system's ability to support such social interaction holds across space and

time.

* Culture, whether shared or differing between participants, will affect both personal

expression and social feedback, and thus social interaction systems.

2.3 Summary

Collaborative work effort and such an environment that supports group collaboration

is generally considered by many to be feasible exclusively for co-located teams who can

have face-to-face contact on a regular basis. However, recent advancements in

technology has increased the feasibility of collaborative work possible for distributed

teams. Many would consider options such as video conferencing to be a successful

approach to distributed collaboration. However, if one were to examine the concepts and

requirements of collaboration and the social interaction elements that are prerequisites,

using methods such as video conferencing as the only channel of communication and

interaction is greatly limited and flawed.

Collaboration support architecture that the CAIRO system provides is significantly

eliminating such limitations in social interaction and successful collaboration efforts,

such as one presented by an engineering design project involving team members from

distributed locations. In particular, this thesis concentrates on the social interaction

aspects of collaboration in this distributed environment through networked computer

system. We have seen that social interaction is composed of personal expression and

social feedback which are intricately related. It is clear that these two components are

crucial for establishing solid lines of communication between the involved parties, which
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in return form a lasting bond between them that is important in any human interaction.

Through personal expression in forms of facial expressions, gestures, speech tone, ideas

and feelings are transmitted, and through the mechanism of social feedback, these signals

are perceived and interpreted resulting in a dynamic social interaction.

Having established the concepts of social interaction and its components, it is now

possible to examine a particular element of social interaction that is used in face-to-face

interactions and should be included in a virtual representation of such environment. To

this aim, the following chapter will delve into depth of one of the aspects of personal

expression that is commonly used in social interaction: gestures.
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Chapter 3

Theories of Gestures in Communication
and Social Interaction

The interest that linguists have been showing in how language is used in interaction

has led to a realization that, from a functional point of view, spoken utterances often only

work because they are embedded in contexts of other forms of behavior, including

gesture. Psychology has also put higher mental processes in greater light, and gestures,

as a form of symbolic expression, becomes a critical element in communication, and

consequently in social interaction (Kendon, 1983).

In a typical social interaction between people, communication is accomplished

through various channels that are both verbal and non-verbal. Exploring the non-verbal

aspects of communication in social interactions, we find many elements that encompass a

person's repertoire during the interaction. Elements such as facial expressions, eye gaze,

and gestures are used to express emotion, to convey meaning, to help regulate the flow of

conversation, to signal the search for feedback during the interaction, to look for

information, or to influence another person's behavior.

In observing gestures specifically, it is easy to notice that people spontaneously use

forms of gesture, such as hand gesture, while they speak. Such gestures support and

expand on information conveyed by words. Furthermore, other types of gestures that are

not used concurrently with speech are used in place of certain verbal speech to convey

meaning to another person.
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In this chapter, the psychological and linguistics theories on communication and the

role and use of nonverbal features such as gesturing in social interaction and

communication are explored. I will define gestures and consequently outline the various

forms and roles of gestures, its significance in communication, and its relevance to social

interaction between people in a collaborative environment. This section will build a

strong theoretical foundation on the definition, relevance and importance of gesturing.

3.1 Defining Gesture

Before considering the roles and significance of gestures, the term itself must be

defined. A common definition of the word "gesture" today, as given in the Oxford

English Dictionary for example, is that it is a movement of the body, or any part of it, that

is considered as expressive of thought or feeling. This, however, is a broad definition.

At first sight, this definition seems to include practically everything that a person might

do. However, a brief consideration of how the word is commonly used shows that the

word gesture refers only to certain kinds of bodily movements that are considered

expressive of thought or feeling.

As commonly understood, gesture refers to such actions as waving goodbye, giving

the thumbs up sign, or shrugging the shoulders. It includes pointing and pantomimes that

people sometimes engage in when they are too far away from one another to talk or in

situations where talking would interfere. It includes the head waggings and arm wavings

of vigorous talk, as well as the movements a person may improvise to convey meaning of

something for which words seem inadequate. However, there are other kinds of action

which, though expressive, seem less appropriately called "gesture". For example, one

would not say that a person who was weeping is engaged in gesturing, or if one did, this

would probably imply that the weeping was "put on" as a show, and that it was not

wholly genuine as an expression of emotion (Kendon, 1986). Furthermore, the term

gesture is not usually applied to the movements that people make when they are nervous,

such as self-groomings, clothing adjustments, and the repetitive manipulations of rings or

necklaces or other personal adornments. In ordinary interaction, such movements are
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normally disregarded, or they are treated as habitual or involuntary and, although they are

often revealing, and they may read by others as indications of a person's mood or

feelings, they cannot be considered as gestures as a rule.

It can be also said that practical actions are not normally considered gestures even

when such actions play a part in social interaction (Kendon, 1986). For example, when

people have conversations they may also engage in such activities as smoking, drinking,

or eating. The actions required for such activities may sometimes be used as devices to

regulate the social interaction (Jarvella, 1982). People who meet for talk over coffee and

a cigarette may vary the rate at which they drink up their coffee or smoke their cigarette

as a way of regulating the amount of time to be spent in conversation. Lighting a

cigarette or re-lighting a pope can often be elaborated as a way of "buying time", as when

a person needs to think a little before he replies. Yet, despite the communicative

significance such activity undoubtedly may have, it s not typically treated as intended to

communicate anything. To spend time getting one's cigarette to light is to take time out

of a conversation, and not to engage in a conversational moves or turns of which the

conversation is composed.

3.2 Types of Gestures

Most researchers in the field of nonverbal communication, such as Kendon (1993),

McNeill (1992), Efron (1941), Eckman & Friesen (1969), and Rime & Schiaratura

(1991), have offered classifications, suggesting various types of gestures. Without

surprise, there is much variation in terminology and techniques used to categorize certain

types of gestures. However, a review of these classifications reveals that in general, there

is a fundamental agreement among the various classification theories put forth by various

researchers in this field. The main fundamental agreement is that all divide gestures into

two broad categories of those that are performed independently of speech and those that

occur in conjunction with speech (Kendon, 1986). Thus, most draw a distinction between

speech-associated gesturing that somehow provides a direct representation of some aspect

of the content of what is being said, and gesturing that appears to have a more abstract
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sort of relationship. For example, Efron (1972) distinguishes those speech-related

gestures that present a sort of picture of some aspect of the content as "physiographic".

Moreover, he terms "ideographic" those speech-related gestures which he says are

"logical" in their meaning and which portray not so much the content of the talk as the

course of the ideational process itself. More recently, Freedman (1972) distinguishes

"representational gestures" from non-representational or "speech primacy gestures", and

McNeil ad Levy (1982) distinguish "iconic" gestures, "metaphoric" gestures and gestures

which seem to be related only to the rhythmic structure of the speech, which he terms

"beats". Gestures of this sort have also been recognized by Efron (1972) and by Ekman

and Friesen (1969/1972) under the term "batons". I will discuss these classification

schemes more in detail in the following sections.

The pioneering work in this field was done by Efron (1941) with his observations of

the conversational behaviors of Jewish and Italian immigrants in New York City. The

most important feature that Efron brought to the categorization process was the

orientation toward the referent of the gesture. This distinction that he introduced has

been retained in much of the following work by other researchers after him. It assumed

that although some gestures clearly had relation to some external referent (object or event

around the speaker), others have their referent within the speaking person's ideational

process itself.

3.2.1 Gestures Referring to Ideational Processes

Gestures that refer to the ideational process closely follow the natural flow and

contour of speech by marking the speaker's logical pauses, stresses, and voice

intonations. According to Efron (1941/1972), there are two major subclasses in this

category: speech-marking hand movements and ideographs.
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3.2.1.1 Speech-Marking Hand Movements

Efron denotes these types of gestures as batonlike: their referents are in the speech,

and they either (1) stress some element of the speech, (2) introduce some new element

into the talk, or (3) divide the spoken sentence into chunks according to underlying

reasoning. All the other existing classifications mention categories of gestures

representing some variant of this, Freeman's (1972) punctuating movements, Ekman and

Friesen's (1969,1972) batons, McNeill's (1987) beats, and McNeill and Levy's (1985)

batonic movements all similarly fall under this category. Taken together, these various

items represent the general class of speech-marking movements. In this type of gesture,

the hand moves with the rhythmic pulsation of speech. The typical baton or beat is a

simple flick of the hand or fingers up and down, or back and forth. The movement is

short and quick and the space may be the periphery of the gesture space (e.g., the lap and

an armrest of a chair). The critical things that distinguishes the beat from other types of

gesture is that it has just two movement phases: in/out, or up/down (McNeill, 1992).

These types of gestures mark the rhythm of the speech and can be seen by most as trivial,

random movements of the hand while one is speaking.

3.2.1.2 Ideographs

A second class of gestures that Efron put in the category of those referring to

ideational processes is termed ideographs. These gestures trace the path of the speaker's

thought and thus, their referents are in the speaker's ideational processes, such as an

abstract idea as opposed to a concrete object or event. Although obviously present in

everyday life situations, ideographs have less often been isolated than speech markers by

later classifications. Nevertheless, Ekman and Friesen (1969,1972) distinctly mention

ideographs under this label and define them as movements sketching the path or direction

of thought. Similarly, McNeill and Levy (1982) recognizes the existence of ideographs

and includes them in what is termed metaphoric gestures, which depict some abstract

meaning occurring in the speech. For example, when someone is speaking about the

logical relation of reciprocity, they may represent this by a hand movement from left to

right and from right to left. Another example is when a speaker may say "It was a
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Sylvester and Tweety cartoon." with his hands rising up and offering the listener an

"object". A particular cartoon event is concrete, but the speaker here is not referring to a

particular event, but rather he is referring to the genre of the cartoon. This concept is

abstract, yet he makes it concrete in the form of an image of a bounded object supported

in the hands and presented to the listener (McNeill, 1992). McNeill categorizes this type

as a metaphoric because of the metaphor that a concept of a genre of a certain kind is

presented as a bounded, supportable, spatially localizable physical object. Thus with

ideographs, gestures can have some sort of depictive function that can extend further

beyond the speaker's ideational process to the actual objects in his speech.

3.2.2 Gestures Referring to the Object of the Speech: Depictive Type

Another gesture type that can be distinguished from the ones that refer to the

ideational process is categorized as depictive gestures, meaning that they bear a close

relationship to the semantic contents of speech. As the name suggests, these gestures act

to depict something, whether it be object or event. Efron (1941) categorizes two types of

gestures in this class: physiographic and pantomimic.

3.2.2.1 Physiographic Gestures

Physiographic gestures are those that parallel speech and present some kind of

"figural representation" of the object being spoken about. The referents of these gestures

are in the content of the speech. Gestures of this kind is present in every kind of

classification scheme, represented by Freedman's (1972) motor primacy representational

movements, McNeill and Levy's (1982) iconic gestures, and Ekman and Friesen's

(1969,1972) illustrators, which is a broad class consisting of eight different gesture types.

Basically, three types of physiographic gestures seem to be distinguished with respect

to the aspect of the referent (Rime & Schiaratura, 1991). First, the gesture may represent

the shape of the referential object, for example, the upward spiraling movement of the

fingers may represent a spiral staircase. Efron called this type of gesture an iconograph
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while Ekman and Friesen called it a pictograph. Second, the gesture may represent some

kind of spatial relationship with the referent. For example, two open hands placed palm

to palm may be used in referring to the restaurant located between the bank and the

department store. Gestures of this kind, called spatiographic, is distinct from ideographs

in which the depicted relationship is always abstract. Third, the gesture may describe

some action of the object, as in ascending movement that accompanies the verbal

expression "growing up" or as in the descending motion that would depict some notion of

"falling down". These action-depictive gestures were labeled as kinetographs by Efron

and by Ekman and Friesen (1972).

The three types of gestures that fall under this category would be summarized as

pictographic, spatiographic, and kinetographic. McNeill and Levy (1982) introduces the

general label of iconographic or iconic gestures, to categorize this class. This term can

be used in place of Efron's physiographs, which portrays a less encompassing class.

3.2.2.2 Pantomimic Gestures

These gestures also parallel speech like physiographic or iconic gestures, but serve, in

addition, to illustrate the function or manipulation of some object. The referents of these

gestures are in the objects which are spoken about. These referents are sometimes

indirect, as when one speaks about "cutting" and pantomimes the movement of a hand

holding a knife.

Iconic and pantomimic gestures were distinguished by NcNeill and Levy (1982)

using a criterion of the level of differentiation between a gesture and the referred object.

At the lower level of this differentiation, the hands of the gesturing person are playing

their own role, illustrating their function of manipulating objects. In this case, the

referred object of the speech is some acting person, and the described actions are imitated

by the speaker's hands. For example, the speaker may shape an imaginary box with his

hands to illustrate the phrase, "he grasped the box". This type of hand gesture is

distinguished from those in which the hands play a more abstract role in the

representational process, for example, in representing "he swallowed it" with the
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movement of the left hand "swallowing" the right fist. Here, there is a marked

differentiation between the referent and the symbol. Although this second case gives a

clear example of a spatiographic gesture, which is a subclass of iconic gestures, the first

example with a lower symbol-referent differentiation introduces pantomimic gestures

which consist of true mimicking actions. Although pantomimes may be restricted to the

activity of the hands, they are often likely to involve the entire body so that the speaker

becomes an actor. In their strongest form, pantomimes do not need to be accompanied by

speech and thus become autonomous, where this is the lowest level of symbol-referent

differentiation (Rime & Schiaratura, 1991).

3.2.3 Gestures Referring to the Object of the Speech: Evocative Type

The last two types of gestures that Efron classified, deictic and symbolic or

emblematic, may be grouped in a category referring to their evocative effect. In this

class, gestures no longer depict the referent, as iconic and pantomimic gestures did, but

rather simply evoke this referent by some action likely to elicit its presence in the

common mental space created by the speaker and the listener.

3.2.3.1 Deictic Gestures

Deictic gestures are pointing movements, which are typically performed with the

index finger, although any extensible object or body part can be used. These gestures are

directed toward some visually or symbolically present object, which may be a place or an

event, that is simultaneously referred to in the speech.

In addition to having the obvious function of indicating objects and places around the

speaker, deictic gestures, or points, also play a part in narration and other discourse

situations where there is nothing objectively to point at (McNeill & Levy, 1993). In

storytelling, for example, such abstract pointing, deictics, establish characters in space

and mark the occurrence of narrative boundaries. An example is a speaker who said, "the

artist and the girl are walking by," pointing fist to his right and then making an iconic
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gesture for walking by. In this case, the pointing gesture set up the characters in the

scene and the iconic gesture depicted their action.

3.2.3.2 Symbolic Gestures

These gestures, also called emblems by Efron (1941) and Ekman and Friesen (1969,

1972), are representations that have one-to-one correspondence with meanings. They are

devoid of any morphological relationship with the object that is being represented. A

couple of common examples of an emblem may be a circled thumb and forefinger, used

to convey the work "OK", and hand waving as a greeting gesture to mean "hello".

Symbolic gestures are included in most of the different classifications, and furthermore,

have very strictly defied characteristics in nonverbal communication.

According to Ekman and Friesen (1969, 1972), emblems are those nonverbal acts (1)

which have a direct verbal translation usually consisting of a word or two, or a phrase, (2)

for which a precise meaning is known by members of a group, class, subculture, or

culture, (3) which are most often deliberately used with the conscious intent to send a

particular message to the other person(s), (4) for which the person(s) who sees the

emblem usually not only knows the emblem's message but also knows that it was

deliberately sent to him, and (5) for which the sender usually takes responsibility for

having made that communication. A further characteristic of an emblem is whether it can

be replaced by a word or two, its message verbalized, without substantially modifying the

conversation.

People are usually aware of their use of emblems just as they are aware of the words

they speak, which may not be the case when using some other types of gestures that may

occur unconsciously during speech. They would be able to repeat the gesture if asked to

do so. Similarly, the use of an emblem is usually an intentional, deliberate effort to

communicate. Moreover, emblems most often occur when verbal discourse is prevented

by some external circumstance (e.g., between pilot and landing crew), by distance (e.g.,

between hunters spread out in the field), by agreement (e.g., while playing charades), or

by organic impairment (e.g., deaf mute). Emblems also occur during conversation in
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repeating a verbalized message, replacing a word or two, adding a separate message not

necessarily part of the verbal discourse, or contradicting the verbalization. As defined as

such, emblems are communicative and interactive acts. Emblems can involve actions in

any part of the body, although usually they involve the hands, head orientation, facial

expression, and posture.

Table 3-1 shows a summary of the gesture classifications used by the major

researchers in this field. As the table shows, all the psychologically-based researchers

owe their classification systems to Efron's initial work (Wexelblat, 1994).

Table 3-1: Summary of Gesture Classification Systems

Kinetographic Pictographs Iconic Physiographics Physiographic Picture the
content of speech
Portray the
speaker's ideas,

Ideographic Ideographs Metaphoric Iconic Ideographic but not directly
the speech
content

Baton Baton Bteorths Speech-making Gesticulation rkig thspeech

Standarized

Symbolic! Automomous gestures,
Emblematic Emblems Symbolic Symbolic gestures complete within

themselves,
without speech

Deictic Pointing at
None Movements Deictic Deictic None thing/area; space

around body used

3.3 Gestures and Speech

Having defined the various types of gestures that are possible, we must now see how

gesture may be related to speech. Several researchers have constructed theories in this

regard to explain gestures in their relationships to the speech process. Among them are
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views put forth by Freedman (1972), Kendon (1994), and McNeill (1985). All three

theories rest on the assumption that gestures originate somewhere in the process through

which unarticulated mnemonic elements are translated into the articulated speech

formats. The three views are different from one another in the respect to the reason for

the emergence of gestures.

3.3.1 Freedman: Gestures as Instruments to Speech

Freedman views body movement and speech as two components of a common

symbolic process. Among body movements, those of the hands accompanying either the

content or the rhythm of speech play a critical role in verbal coding. He believes that

they define the structures underlying speech. With regard to this, two types of speech-

accompanying gesture that ranged along a continuum have been distinguished

(Freedman, 1972). At one extreme, speech-primacy gestures (or speech-markers in Efron

system (Efron, 1941) (Efron,1971)), which closely parallel the formal and rhythmic

properties of speech, exist as the most integrated gestural element that occur in parallel

with verbal speech. At the other end of the spectrum, motor-primacy gestures, which

consist of movements that are representational in themselves, exist as the least integrated

into the verbal content as they represent some object, idea, or event.

When speech-primacy gestures (speech-markers) predominate in the speaker's

expression, speech is usually the primary vehicle of the message. In this case, the

syntactical structure and language forms tend to be very large and complex, and thus had

gestures play a minimal role in such context, being limited to a self-monitoring and

clarifying function. On the other hand, motor-primacy (iconic) gestures play a bigger

role, representing a visible expression of the speaker's thought. Freedman believes that

the motor-primacy responses indicate a failure to verbalize and to transform images into

words (Nespoulous, 1986).

Freedman's views of gesture and speech are summarized in Figure 3-1. First, the

mental image that the speaker is trying to articulate is translated into gestures. When this
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is done successfully without any trouble, no motor-primacy or iconic gestures are

expected. Second, an inverse relationship is predicted between the level of speech and

sophistication and the patterning of gesture. The less articulated the speech is, the more

the gesture will be patterned, and vice versa. Third, the gesture always fulfills some role

with respect to the speech process, either through the self-monitoring function of speech-

primacy gestures or through the reactivation of images an their link to words in the case

of motor-primacy gestures.

Figure 3-1: Freedman's theory on relationship between speech and gesture

(Adapted from Rime & Schiaratura, 1991)

3.3.2 Kendon: Gestures as Substitutes for Speech

Speech-accompanying gestures, termed gesticulation, are characterized by Kendon as

an integral part of an individual's communicative effort (Nespoulous, 1986). He believes

that gestures do not represent redundant material that is also represented as words.

Rather, gestures allow for representing aspects of the communicative experience that can

be represented in words at best only indirectly and, in some respects, not at all. For
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example, it is impossible to display the occurrence of an action except through some form

of action, or to represent spatial arrangements without moving the hands and the body.

The view that gesticulation is a part of a person's communicative effort holds for all

types of gesticulation, even for those that comprise of only rhythmic spatial patterning

without informational content or any apparent communicative function. Kendon believes

that such hand gestures actually constitute part of a person's actions used to represent

meaning to another. In this sense, gestures are employed not to meet the transmission

conditions of the interactional event, but rather to meet the requirements of

representational activity. Therefore, when gesticulation takes this form, it functions as a

visual analogue of the phonological "chunking" carried out by stress intonation and

pause. With iconic gestures, the speaker appears to be visually representing aspects of

content that are not referred to in the verbal component of the utterance. When gesture is

that of emblems or symbols, the speaker uses gestures as an alternate to speech, letting

them do the work of the speech component itself. Thus, according to Kendon, gestures

are just another resource by which the speaker gets his meaning across.

According to Kendon, these are the conditions under which a person may use gestural

expressive mode (Rime & Schiaratura, 1991):

1. To supplement speech when certain environmental factors, such as distance or

ambient noise, make it difficult for speech to be received.

2. As a substitute for speech when the speech channel is already occupied by another

speaker.

3. As a device for completing a sentence that, if spoken, might prove embarrassing to

the speaker.

4. To clarify some potentially ambiguous word.

5. As a means of telescoping what one wants to say, when the available turn space is

smaller than one would like.

6. As an additional component of the utterance, when the spoken account appears

unlikely to approach the suitable representation of what the speaker intends.
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Kendon's views on gesture and speech can be summarized in Figure 3-2. Inherent

limitations the verbal channel of expression as a conveyor of meaning, combined with

any potential constraints exerted on this channel by certain conditions, contribute to the

speaker's using the more flexible gestural expressive mode as an alternative for

conveying meaning. Therefore, speech-accompanying gestures usually represent

components of the utterance content that are not represented in spoken words.

Figure 3-2: Kendon's theory on relationship between speech and gesture

(Adapted from Rime & Schiaratura, 1991)

3.3.3 McNeill: Gesture and Speech as Parts of the Same Psychological

Structure

McNeill (1985) holds the view that gestures and speech share a computational stage

and that they are, accordingly, parts of the same psychological structure. This notion of a

shared computational stage represents the processing aspects of speech, and further states

that sentences and gestures develop internally together as psychological performances.

The notion of a common psychological structure captures the idea that speech and gesture

respond to the same forces at the same time.
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The occurrence of gestures as a person speaks reveals that he or she is engaging in

two types of thinking simultaneously: imagistic (i.e., thinking that is global and synthetic)

and syntactic (i.e., thinking that is linear and segmented). The linguistic act creates a

synthesis of both types of elements. Images are shaped by the system of linguistic

values, and sentences are shaped by the images they unpack. A critical concept in

McNeill's view is that the sentence is, at all stages, both imagistic and syntactic. There is

no break between input and output in this situation, but only different developmental

stages of a single process. Influencing one another, gesture and speech refer interactively

to a single memory system in which complex configurational structures are stored.

Because there are such close connections between gestures and overt speech, gestures

act as a second channel of observation of the psychological activities that take place

during speech production, where the fist channel would be verbal speech itself. The

channels of gesture and speech are close but different. McNeill believes that combining a

spoken sentence and its concurrent gesture into a single observation gives two

simultaneous views of the same process.

McNeill's view of the relationship between speech and gesture evolved from his

conception of how knowledge is stored mentally. He views meanings as being stored in

complex configurational structures independent of language format. In the speech

process, meanings are transformed directly into either linguistic or gestural form, which

is chosen by the speaker.

3.3.4 Summary

From the theories of these researchers as presented above, it is not difficult to see the

inherent connection between gestures and speech. Gestures support and expand on

information conveyed by words. Not only are the meanings of words and of gestures

intimately linked in a discourse, but so are their functions in accomplishing

conversational work. It is clear that, like facial expression, gesture is not a kinesic act

independent of speech, or simply a translation of speech. Rather, gesture and speech are
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so intimately connected that one cannot say which one is dependent on the other, and as

McNeill has proposed, both can be claimed to arise from a single internal encoding

process (McNeill, 1985,1992).

3.4 The Role of Gestures in Nonverbal Communication

With a definition, classification, and the relationship of gestures to speech and

communication set forth, it is possible to see that gestures, as a part of the nonverbal

repertoire of human beings, is very relevant and significant to any kind of interaction

among people where communication is paramount. Along with facial expression, gaze,

and stance, gestures are part of that nonverbal behavior that plays a central role in every

day social interaction. Our ability to understand others, and the responses that we make

to them, is based in large part on our ability to use effectively the nonverbal behavior that

is displayed in any interpersonal interaction.

Consider, for instance, the example of two students to whom a professor has just

returned their corrected midterm exams with the grade at the top of the paper. The

classmates, seated next to each other, may have very different nonverbal reactions. One

smiles broadly, pumps his fist, and leaves the paper on his desk. The other frowns, sighs,

lets his hands and arms hang and then quickly puts the paper away. The first student,

seeing his classmate's reaction, then tried to make eye contact with the second and adopts

a look of what he hopes is sympathy, despite the fact that she can barely contain his own

feelings of delight at doing well on the exam.

No matter how simple this fairly simple social interaction may be, it serves as a good

example of what mechanisms and factors are in play. There are also opportunities for

miscommunication in this interaction that used no spoken words. The success of this

interaction in terms of the participants' conveying what they wanted to communicate to

one another, relies on the abilities of the participants to encode and decode nonverbal

behaviors appropriately. It is clear that effective nonverbal communication is critical to

the success of particular social interactions. As shown in this simple example, roles of
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the nonverbal elements, in which gestures are included, to express and convey emotion

and meaning are critical in the success of a particular social interaction.

Current approaches to nonverbal communication try to assess the extent to which

bodily signals can translate in visible form unobservable mental states like subjective

emotion, interpersonal attitudes, or personality traits, and the extent to which people can,

from perceived body signals, infer psychological states that may or may not correspond

to the true conditions of elicitation (Feyereisen & de Lannoy, 1991). Thus, in exploring

such roles and extent of gestures, the studies may be distinguished first, according to the

nature of the conveyed information (i.e., emotions, attitudes, etc.) and, second, in each of

these cases, accordingly to the perspective chosen in describing communication (i.e., the

emission or the reception of body signals).

3.4.1 Communication of Emotion and Behavioral Attitudes by Gestures

In emotional expression, the quality and intensity of the affect can be distinguished

and differentiated (Ekman & Friesen, 1969). The hypothesis has been proposed that the

nature of the emotion is mainly expressed by facial movements, while the corresponding

intensity cues of the emotion is displayed through body signals. Thus, gestures and

postures could be interpreted as signs of emotional arousal, but little information about

the nature of the emotion could be conveyed through this channel. Such a hypothesis

seems counterintuitive, however, when one considers gestures that express states like

happiness, anger, or fear that may be expressed by manifestations of triumph by an

athlete after a goal, blows or kicks as a sign of anger, or face covering as expression of

fear. These movements have been described as emblematic expressions of emotion

(Sogon & Masutani, 1989 as cited in Feyereisen & de Lannoy, 1991).

3.4.1.1 Sending Cues of Emotion and Expressing Interpersonal Attitude by Gestures

Gesture expression can be affected by certain conditions that control the level of

emotional arousal. For example, talking about a sad, boring, impersonal topic and talking
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about a funny, interesting, personal occurrence will produce different levels of gesturing.

In this manner, there is little doubt that emotional arousal may influence gestural activity,

but several questions still remain open. First, different movements such as illustrative, as

opposed to self-touching gestures, might relate to qualitatively distinct states. According

to Ekman and Friesen (1969, 1972), automanipulative gestures called "adaptors" allow

one to cope with such emotional states as depression and embarrassment. Nevertheless,

it can be hypothesized that other emotional experiences, such as anger or disgust, might

not be managed in similar ways. Similarly, within a single category of gestures, the

relationship between arousal and motor activity might vary according to the nature of the

emotion.

In interpersonal relationships, body movements may reveal whether interaction is

desired and may influence the reactions of the partner who perceives them. Together

with smiling and eye contact, orienting the torso toward the partner, leaning forward,

nodding the head, and gesturing have been studied as expressions of involvement or

affiliation, whereas self-touching, leaning backward, and moving the legs are signals of

more negative feelings.

Gestures and postures may also be influenced by other variables and thus transmit

other information relative to status, competence, assertiveness, or sincerity. For instance,

self-confidence or dominance may be expressed by gesturing, touching the partner, or

being relaxed. Inversely, shyness, anxiety, low self-esteem, or submissiveness may be

manifested by head lowering, increased self-touching, or postural changes.

3.4.1.2 Perceiving Cues of Emotion and Attitudes from Gestures

There have not been much research to investigate whether facial and bodily

indications play separate roles in conveying information about emotional state. Little

information is available on the attribution of emotional states like joy, sadness, fear, or

anger from body movements isolate from facial expression. However, gestural cues have

been used in rating the target person on dimensions like calm-agitated, relaxed-tense, or

unexpressive. Embarrassment may be recognized from body movements such as hand
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gestures, whereas amusement is not effectively read by gestures but rather by facial

expressions.

Judgments of the attitudes of others are influenced by perceived gestural behavior,

even if these cues are sometimes of minor importance in comparison with vocal and

facial ones. For instance, bodily signals become more decisive in friendliness ratings

when a neutral facial expression is displayed. In Western societies, "closed" postures

with folded arms and tight knees, give an impression of passivity and coldness. A

listener may be judged more or less involved in a conversation or to agree or disagree by

means of head orientation and arm and leg positions. Posture may also modify the

impression formed from other nonverbal cues like gaze or interpersonal distance. Level

of appreciation is also influenced by nonverbal signals such as standing up or sitting

down, erectness of posture, gaze orientation, and facial expression. In regard to gestures,

brief self-touching of the face and palm presentation movements give higher impressions

of warmth and naturalness than immobility.

3.4.1.3 Social Perception and Social Impact of Hand Gestures

Specifically talking about gestures that are performed in conjunction to verbal speech,

Rime and Schiaratura (1991) contend that hand gestures carry no significant role in

complementing or supplementing the decoder's (the person perceiving the gesture) ability

to understand the conveyed message that is given verbally along with the accompanying

gestures. Three main arguments are made, the strongest being that the decoder is unable

to guess the speech content to which gestures relate, which support the view that hand

gestures (excluding emblems) do not provide independent access to a meaning expressed

in words. This view is a contradictory to ones held by Kendon and McNeill as discussed

before. Despite the contradictory views held by different researchers, the fact that

gestures do accompany speech and is inherently incorporated into the human

communication behavior suggests that gestures play a role in natural human discourse.

The absence of gestures during discourse would suggest a certain level of awkwardness

and unnaturalness, since humans perform gestures unconsciously whether or not they

complement or supplement speech. To this extent, the view taken in this thesis is that,
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gestures do exist in face-to-face human interaction and communication, and thus is an

important part of natural human behavior in communication efforts.

Figure 3-3: Figure-Ground Model of the listemer's attention to the speaker's verbal and nonverbal
behavior (Adapted from Rime & Schiaratura, 1991)

During social interactions, the context in which nonverbal signals have to be

understood is mainly constituted by the behavior of the partner. In this paradigm, the

listener's (decoder) attention during an interaction is given mainly to the verbal aspect of

communication, as shown in Figure 3-3 by the bold line indicating the listener's main

channel of communication. Rime and Schiaratura (1991) develop this figure-ground

model, suggesting that gestures and nonverbal behavior is only at the periphery of the

listener's attention. Nevertheless, the nonverbal data, or the "elements of the ground",

are always present as potential attention grabbers. The figure-ground model also implies

that the relation may slip and reverse temporarily, so that nonverbal elements take the

role of the figure, thereby occupying the center of the perceiver's attention. Gestures and

nonverbal communication become important when certain conditions such as rise in

intensity in the nonverbal channel and a fall in intensity in the verbal channel occur (e.g.,
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verbal signal weakens, noise occurs in the communication, or the intelligibility of the

speech content itself degrades) as shown in Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4: Figure-Ground Model when major conditions call for reversal in the listener's attention

to the speaker's verbal and nonverbal behavior (Adapted from Rime & Schiaratura, 1991)

3.5 Summary

The theories of gestures and their roles in communication and social interaction were

developed for face-to-face human interactions. Nonetheless, when considering such

interactions in non-traditional manner, such as over the Internet through a virtual

collaborative environment, same phenomenon of human behavior should apply. Much of

the concepts of communication and the crucial role of gestures can be applied to social

interactions in virtual environments through the representation of our human bodies.

When humans are represented in a virtual environment within the context of social

interaction amongst each other, the goal of such implementation becomes that of
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replicating modes of human behavior as closely as possible to those of physical face-to-

face interactions. With such an aim to naturally express ourselves in a non-face-to-face

environment, it becomes imperative that certain features and elements of expression, such

as gestures, are available.

This issue of expression of gestures in virtual environments will be explored further

in detail in Chapter 5. However, in order to understand the perspective of how social

interaction may be included in virtual collaborative systems, CAIRO is re-examined in

the context of DiSEL '98-'99's efforts in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

DiSEL 1998-1999

Distributed Software Engineering Laboratory is the project team consisting of

students from MIT and CICESE in Mexico. It is geographically distributed by design

and nature. It also served as a working environment as well as experimental case example

of distributed software engineering and distributed collaboration.

4.1 DiSEL

The goals of DiSEL for the academic year 1998-1999 was multifaceted. The context

in which the team operated on was to enhance and work in a collaborative, distributed,

cross-cultural environment to go through the lifecycle of a software engineering project.

The idea of collaboration was crucial and served as a focal point. In defining the bounds

of collaboration, social interaction, cross-cultural, and time and space aspects were dealt

with. Because the nature of DiSEL was distributed, development of the project with

distributed team members served as a learning example of distributed collaboration in

action.

The team was organized and operated into a small software company paradigm where

each team member took on a particular role from various responsibilities that included:

project management, requirements analysis, design, programming, quality assurance,

testing, and configuration management. This company oriented structure and the

respective development roles that the members took on allowed the team to look into

bringing the product, CAIRO, into the market as a real software company would
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consider. The combination of creating a company oriented team structure and fostering

initiatives to develop the software to sell in the market naturally led way to exploring

ideas of entrepreneurship. This was accomplished by writing a business plan that was

submitted to the MIT 1K and 50K Entrepreneurship Competitions with success, winning

the 1K Competition in the Software Category, and reaching the Semifinalist stage of the

50K Competition (MIT 50K Entrepreneurship Competition).

To this aim of fulfilling a multi-dimensional goal of successful distributed

collaboration and software development, DiSEL developed a software tool to enhance the

social interaction element of collaboration, whose importance and relevance was

discussed in the previous chapters. Specifically, the team worked on development of two

features that would increase social interaction capabilities of the existing CAIRO system.

Firstly, the group worked on a three-dimensional interface for CAIRO that would create a

virtual collaboration and interaction environment where avatars would be used to

represent the users. Secondly, an awareness driver was implemented to measure and

detect the affective states of the involved users.

4.2 3D Interface

One of the requirements for DiSEL '98-'99 team was to design and develop a three-

dimensional environment user interface to enhance personal expression and thus increase

effective level of social interaction among the users. The project's goal included the

development of a three-dimensional world for the users where they would be represented

by avatars. Through the avatars, the users would be able to interact and conduct work as

they did in the 2D version of CAIRO. It is with the aim of improving social feedback

mechanisms that the three-dimensional environment was proposed and worked on.

The project team worked on one aspect of personal expression and social feedback in

the context of the 3D environment - facial expression. However, as mentioned in the

previous chapter, there are many components to an effective social interaction via

personal expression, such as hand, body, and hand signals that are transmitted and
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interpreted by the users. This thesis will extend the capability of expression in a 3D

environment by exploring the technology of a prototype gesture expression tool in this

3D environment. In this environment, the users, and naturally their personal expressions,

are represented by avatars. Recall that gestures encompass aspects of head, hand, and

body signals in the context of personal expression and social feedback as outlined

previously.

Relevant parts of the requirement analysis of DiSEL '98-'99 is included in the

following section to outline the general background and scope of the 3D interface

implementation, and to put the gestures and gesture representation tool into perspective

with regard to the CAIRO collaborative environment.

4.3 DiSEL 1998-1999 Requirement Analysis

Through a theoretically recursive process by which distance collaborative work was

conducted to enhance a distance collaboration tool, the CAIRO architecture was

enhanced with features mentioned above. CAIRO version 3.0 refers to the version of

CAIRO with the 3D interface and awareness feature worked on by DiSEL '98-'99.

4.3.1 Scope of the Software

CAIRO v3.0 is expected to serve as full functional stand-alone client-server software.

The current software is expected to serve as a new version of CAIRO and will build upon

previous versions of CAIRO. This effort is expected to reuse previous work done on

CAIRO in the form of software code and relevant project documentation.

4.3.2 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations

* Casual contact: unplanned, spontaneous social interaction among workgroup or class

participants occurring outside of planned sessions and meetings
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e Social feedback: elements of a communication which are unspoken, the so-called

interpersonal "noise" (Johanson, 1977) which are an intrinsic and necessary part of

communication

" Affective Computing: representation of emotions on a computer

" Affective State: internal dynamic state of an individual when he/she has an emotion

(Picard, 1995).

4.3.3 CAIRO v3.0 Perspective

The DiSEL '98-'99 goal is to expand on the existing infrastructure of CAIRO. This

endeavor will lead to CAIRO v3.0 by furthering the development of a virtual

collaborative environment where distance collaboration would be enhanced. The social

interaction capability including the casual contact capabilities of earlier version will be

maintained, and the communication tools will be expanded, as will the social feedback

tools. It is relevant to detail the capabilities of CAIRO v2.0 and to explain which new

features was added in version 3.0. A brief list of CAIRO v2.0 features follows:

1. Communication tools

e Chat (transient, immediate messaging)

* Whiteboard

" Session (meeting) Manager

2. Social Feedback tools

e Facial expressions

3. Casual contact tools

0 Three light system

CAIRO v3.0 will expand the current functionality by adding these social feedback tools

e Objective measure of attitude with sensors
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e Three-dimensional interface for gathering social feedback

e Three-dimensional environment for user interaction

e Two-dimensional interface for gathering of social feedback available if using the

CAIRO 2.0 collaboration interface

Several types of users can be identified for this kind of collaborative tool:

e Designers in the commercial world collaborating with other designers that are

separated across geographical and cultural boundaries.

" Home users collaborating with other home users.

" Students collaborating with other students separated across geographical and cultural

boundaries.

4.3.4 Background for social interaction in virtual space and affective computing

"Computer-based teleconferencing is a highly cognitive medium that, in addition to

providing technological advantages, promotes rationality by providing essential

discipline and by filtering out affective components of communications. That is,

computer-based teleconferencing acts as a filter, filtering out irrelevant and irrational

interpersonal "noise" and enhances the communication of highly-informed "pure

reasoning" - a quest of philosophers since ancient times" (Johansen, 1977).

This highly misguided view of the communicative abilities and needs of people was

presented 20 years ago. Since that time, it has become evident that the "noise" and other

so-called irrelevant inter-personal signals, which were so easily dismissed, do in fact

constitute an integral and irreplaceable part of communication. This is because they

condition a person's response to a situation, or social interaction, since they are part of the

very definition of that situation (Matovani, 1996). No amount of enlightened theorizing

can substitute itself for the communicative information that is provided by social

feedback in a conversation.
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In The Network Nation (Hiltz, 1978), the authors point out the importance of visual

information (e.g., height, clothes, and jewelry), facial expressions (e.g., smiles, frowns,

head shakes), eye contact (e.g., evasive, direct, and closed), and body movements (e.g.,

hands, and feet tapping) in clueing between two or more communicating individuals. In

short, clues are given about a person's affective state by a combination of the factors

mentioned above. In addition, Hiltz (1978) identifies several "uncontrollable" psycho-

physiological responses such as yawning, blushing, eye blinks, which provide cues about

the interlocutor about his or her emotional state. Clearly, these cues are only valid within

a particular cultural frame of reference: who is to say what a Papuan means by shaking

his head unless one has had previous encounters with Papuans?

A first-generation computer communication system, which would strive to provide

social feedback in the form of clues, would not be responsible for ensuring that the cues

provided by its users are understood, since that rarely happens in real life. However, it

can be envisioned that future computer communication systems would allow their users

to choose a culture within which they want to operate and adequately translate their

behavior into the corresponding behavior for the other users, according to their own

chosen cultural frame of reference. An example is useful at this point:

" In culture A, shaking one's head left to right means "no"

e In culture B, shaking one's head left to right means "yes"

* When A shakes his head (or gives the equivalent signal using the keyboard), the

computer "translates" the behavior so that B will see the head movement which

corresponds to "no".

Of course, this example makes assumptions about the functionality of the computer

communication system, but the point is clear. Now, however, the challenge still lies in

providing social feedback in computer-supported communications.

Modeling and representing the cues used for social feedback is inherently difficult.

However, if one is to refrain from using teleconferencing, it must be achieved so that
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collaborating individuals feel as comfortable using a computer-based communication tool

as they would talking face to face (where face to face conversations include video

conferences). The goal is to make the representations of real-life social feedback as close

to the originals as possible, given the inherent limitations of computer-based

communications.

In order to remedy the admitted lack of social feedback in computer-supported

interactions, several challenges need to be overcome since computer based collaboration

encompasses a variety of complex systems. However, the computer-based collaboration

problem can be decomposed into four sub-challenges: the collocation, cooperation,

communication, and coordination challenges. The general requirements are based on the

fact that physical meetings require four essential components in order to take place:

* A physical meeting room in which the participant can meet, and where social

feedback may be exchanged. This is the collocation prerequisite.

* A common agenda and an individual, or set of individuals, which will determine the

format of the meeting (note that for an unplanned meeting, the instance of an agenda

will be simply empty). This is the coordination prerequisite.

* A means, by which information can be exchanged, whether voice, writing, or video.

This is the communication prerequisite.

* A topic of discussion, which can be impromptu or agreed upon in advance. This is

the collaboration prerequisite.

These general requirements have been considered and incorporated into the CAIRO

system design as discussed in Chapter 2. The co-location, cooperation, coordination, and

documentation model of CAIRO supports such computer-based collaboration outlined

above. At the basic level, the existing CAIRO system allows the creation of forums,

meetings, and supports basic levels of communication via text chat. In addition, to

enable a higher degree collaboration environment, CAIRO supports different meeting

styles, chosen by the chairman who conducts the meetings in this virtual environment.
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In addition to these general requirements, it is important to ensure that casual

interactions occur during the distributed collaborative exchange taking place on the

computer. In this context, "casual social interaction during the distributed collaborative

exchange" is used to refer to unplanned, spontaneous social interactions between

individuals, which occur outside of arranged sessions, reviews and meeting. The ability

for people to experience casual interaction will strengthen the bonds between members of

work groups, whether student or professional, thus furthering the sense of community

between distributed individuals. Casual interaction can happen when individuals are

aware of each other's presence in a given space. They can then decide whether to engage

in a interactive activity (such as a conversation, or a simple exchange of hellos) with the

other individual which has been encountered.

4.3.5 Specific Requirements

The finished product facilitated the interaction of distributed people by providing

social interaction to be used in remote communications situations. Remote

communications situations are defined as communications events in which at least one of

the parties is not collocated with the other parties. The goal of providing personal

expression and social feedback is to allow for users to communicate according to the

habits which they have acquired in face to face communications. Typically, when

communicating through a computer, individuals are shielded from body language

messages and other kinds of social feedback. The aim of CAIRO 3.0 is to allow user to

exchange this social feedback, and to be able to use it in striving towards better

communications. In order to allow social feedback between the users of CAIRO the

following are necessary:

0. A casual contact capability must be provided (CRO).

1. Sensing devices must provide a measure of attitude (or affective state) of the users

(CR1).
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2. A viewing environment must provide feedback a user about the state of the other

users (CR2).

These three requirements form the basic user requirements that must be met. The

specific implementation and use cases pertaining to these requirements will be discussed

in the following subsections. The following requirements detailed in the following

subsections are ones developed by DiSEL '98-'99 in developing the next generation of

CAIRO, denoted as CAIRO version 3.0. These requirements were used in completing

the project which added social interaction capabilities of a three-dimensional user

interface and user's affective measurement mechanism to CAIRO, in order to enhance

the effectiveness of collaboration in a virtual environment.

4.3.5.1 Customer Requirement 0

Casual contact capabilities with a basic level of personal expression through the facial

expression driver were already implemented in version 2.0 of CAIRO. It is nonetheless

relevant to include them as an explicit requirement of CAIRO v3.0 so that they will not

be inadvertently removed during the upgrade. Because of the option to keep the CAIRO

2.0 metaphor for casual contact, this requirement does not contain the implementation

specifications provided for the other requirements. It is important to realize that the

designers will have the option (unlike for the other requirements whose specifics are

determined in this document) to implement this requirement as they choose. Based on

the requirements document for CAIRO v2.0 (DiSEL 1997), the following characteristics

are required of a system enabling casual contact:

1. Casual contact must include a sense of randomness.

2. Users can set their availability for casual contact.

3. Users can either manually signal their availability for casual contact, or they

can opt for the computer system to set them when a set of predetermined

actions occurs.

4. All users of the system must be able to see the availability of other users

5. Users must be able to receive and display casual contact activation signals,

i.e.: a user must able to elicit a response from another user. Activation signals
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are signals send from one user wanting to engage in casual contact to the user

with which he/she wants to engage in this casual contact

6. Users must be able to respond to a casual contact activation signal.

7. Users must be able to accept a response.

8. Users must be able to choose which mode of communication they can use

once contact has been established.

4.3.5.2 Customer Requirement 1

A set of sensing devices will be worn by all users who have opted to submit affective

state feedback to the CAIRO system. Picard (1995) states that a person's "affective state

cannot be directly measured by another person, but may be inferred". This affective state

of a person (i.e., the user) is transmitted and perceived by emitting certain signals. These

signals are transformed into an "expression", which is then used by others to infer one's

affective state. The sensors will measure bodily characteristics that will be translated into

a metric representing the affective state of the user at a given time. These metrics will

then be translated into expressions, which will be made available to the other users as will

be explained in the details of Customer Requirement 2.

For the use case corresponding to this requirement, the only actor will be the sensing

devices (which will be considered as a black box for this purpose). There is only one,

very simple, use case, and it is presented below:

Sensing _ Record Body
Device Signals

4.3.5.3 Customer Requirement 2

In order to use the social feedback provided by the software, the user must have

access to this information. For users with access to the full capabilities of CAIRO 3.0,

affective state feedback about all the users will be provided to each individual user in a
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three-dimensional virtual environment. For users who will not have access to the full

capabilities of CAIRO 3.0, the feedback will be presented in the form of attitude graphs

which will be described below.

The 3D environment, which is to represent the room in which the meeting is actually

taking place, will contain a representation of each of the participants. This representation

(or avatar) will be modified in real time as a function of the "emotion" calculated from

data produced by the sensing devices. In particular, the facial expression of the avatar

will be variable, striving to replicate the facial expressions most commonly encountered

in interactions between people. This three-dimensional interface will provide a life-like

environment in which social feedback will be exchanged between the users of CAIRO.

Each user will be able to see the meeting room in its entirety, but he will be limited to

using his fixed position as the origin of his perspective. In this manner, things which are

blocked from his view by objects or people will not be visible.

One room will be created for each conversation, exactly as in the present version of

CAIRO. In addition, the rooms will be joined by three-dimensional hallways linking the

discussion rooms, and the user will have access to a virtual posting board which will

automatically hung on the wall of the hallway linking the first room to be created in a

given session.

This requirement is associated with several use cases and actors, which are depicted

below. More precisely, the individual user (user) can "read" or "evaluate" the facial

expressions of the other users (participants). The user can also enter or leave the virtual

meeting room, and the user can approach and activate the message board. In these cases

the actor is the user. Lastly, the avatar can change appearance according to the input

from the devices described in CR1. In this case the avatar is the actor.

User _Enter LI5 Meeting
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User

User

User

For users whose computers might not support a three dimensional representation of

the meeting room (for lack of an appropriate plug-in, for example), the CAIRO v2.0

version of the meeting environment will still be available. In addition to this two-

dimensional environment, small attitudinal graphs will give a measure of the attitude of

each participant. The graphs will depict a set of time dependent variables, which will

provide to the user information such as the attention state, the level of nervousness, and

the level of anger of the other participants.

Clearly, this solution is meant to be temporary, and the user will be encouraged to

download free software from the Internet to support the 3D meeting rooms. Use cases

will not be drawn for this requirement; the only difference with the above use faces

because there is no change of the avatar in the 2D environment.

4.4 Summary

The DiSEL '98-'99 team has started the first move to implementing CAIRO as a full-

fledged three-dimensional communication and collaboration tool over the Internet.
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However, there remains much room for improvement in perfecting a virtual environment

where effective social interaction by means of clear personal expression and social

feedback can occur. The ultimate goal in any virtual environment is to recreate the face-

to-face human encounters that people are used to working with in a networked computer

system. This can be achieved by allowing the user to have the freedom to express

themselves with minimal constraints and thereby interact efficiently and effectively,

which in turn results in a better collaborative effort.

Gesturing is clearly a significant element in terms of social interaction (personal

expression and social feedback). Given this contention, a three-dimensional environment

as introduced in CAIRO can be enhanced by the addition of a gesturing function. Such a

tool representing avatar gestures provides the users a greater degree of freedom in

expression, which ultimately leads to a better communication that in turn increases the

effective level of collaboration in such an environment. In the following chapters, such

gesture representation in a virtual environment is explored.
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Chapter 5

Gesture Expression in Virtual Systems

In any collaboration setting where people interact with one another to accomplish a

task, communication is paramount in conveying one's ideas and clearly putting forward

one's position or view. Extending this concept of communication in human interaction, it

is natural that the group dynamics and individual participant's affective states also control

and drive the effective level of the collaboration effort. In the context of collaboration

effort, social interaction includes all such activities that occur when there is any kind of

interaction between two or more people at a time. Communication as a whole, including

transmission and perception of emotions and the subtle nuances of speech comprise a

useful and effective form of social interaction. This chapter will discuss how such

elements of communication in the context of social context can be applied to virtual

environments and review some of the gesture systems that has been researched up to

date.

5.1 Gesture representation in computer systems

We saw that in Chapter 2 that social interaction can be divided into two essential

components, personal expression and social feedback, that are intrinsically tied to each

other. Moreover, nonverbal elements of communication and repertoires of social

interaction such as facial movements/expressions, gestures, gaze, and stance/posture play

a significant role in personal expression and its transmission-perception mechanism loop

denoted as social feedback.
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Given this relevance and importance of nonverbal behavior including gestures, in

particular, in settings where human interaction is involved, it is natural that this same

conditions and theories hold for such environments recreated by networked computer

systems. The basic concepts of social interaction among people and the theories of

gestures in linguistics and social psychology can be extended and applied to virtual

collaborative environments where multiple people log in to a computer system and

interact to accomplish a common task.

5.2 Kinds of gestures relevant to computer expression

As explored in detail in Chapter 3, there are numerous types of gestures that has been

researched and classified. Each of these gesture types are used at different point in time

and context to serve different purposes. Gestures can be seen as being closely connected

to speech and thus complementary to speech, adding unrealized value to the

communication effort. For example, an iconic gesture that is concurrent with speech can

be used to visually demonstrate a physical object to the other party. Another example

would be a shrug gesture which can be used instead of speech at times which would

indicate and convey an idea of "I don't know".

There are several types of gestures that can be attempted to be represented through

animation in virtual environments (Cassell, 1994):

e Emblems represent body movements, such as hand waving, that can be equated with

certain words or phrase, and thus can be used in place of direct speech to convey idea

or feeling.

" Iconics represent some feature of the accompanying speech, such as sketching a small

rectangular space with one's two hands while saying "so you have a blank CHECK?".
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* Metaphorics represent an abstract feature concurrently spoken about, such as forming

a jaw-like shape with one hand, and pulling it towards one's body while saying "then

I can WITHDRAW fifty dollars for you".

* Deictics indicate a point in space. They accompany reference to persons, places, and

other spatializeable discourse entities. An example might be pointing to the ground

while saying "do you have an account at THIS bank?".

e Beats are small formless waves of the hand that occur with heavily emphasized

words, occasions of turning over the floor to another speaker, and other kinds of

special linguistic work. An example may be waving one's left hand briefly up and

down along with the phrase "all right".

All of the above can be theoretically represented as animations in a virtual

environment. However, when deciding the feasibility and appropriateness of what

gesture types to implement, the system limits, constraints, and requirements must be

considered. In doing so, certain types of gestures may be not desired mainly due to

technology constraints and usability issues.

Problems with usability and technology or resource constraints arise when the

speech-accompanying gestures (iconics, metaphorics, dectics, and beats) are concerned.

This is so because there are severe limitations when trying to concurrently generate and

animate gestures according to the speech and context.

There have been research that try to implement such speech-concurrent gestures, and

they all require expensive and complex machinery and sensors that the user must wear in

order to physically detect these physical movements (Wexelblat, 1994; Cassell, 1994;

Vilhjailmsson, 1996,1997,1998). This approach of gesture representation is rather

intrusive to the user, since very cumbersome and distracting equipment must be put on to

accomplish this. This kind of method is especially inappropriate for such a collaborative

system such as CAIRO where the main objective is effective collaboration through
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realistic social interaction. In order to implement such a function into the three-

dimensional environment would require much extra overhead on the system itself for

extra modules and tools must be added on as shown in Figure 5-1.

Sensor Movement
Equipment Detector

for User Avatar i
Environ

Gesture tAnimation --, of
Generator System Undery 

Movement to Systenia
Gesture

Translator

Figure 5-1: Sensor-based gesture system

Another possible approach that would not require sensors rely on the ability for the

underlying text dialog system to detect and recognize certain word, words, or phrases in

context to trigger animation of the relevant gesture. Once again, this poses much

problems in that such an accurate speech context recognizer mechanism is hard to

implement, and thus cannot be relied upon to correctly and appropriately animate

gestures according to the speech that is being uttered by the user via avatar. This method

requires the word and context recognizer to interpret parts of speech and in turn generate

concurrent gestures. Developing such a tool that functions correctly and incorporating

into the underlying system would be difficult at this point in speech and context

recognition technology. Figure 5-2 overviews such a scheme.

Representation of emblematic gestures, on the other hand, does not involve such

cumbersome complexities and is more suited for implementation and use by participants

of collaborative virtual environments that we're concerned with. Because these emblems

need not be associated with speech concurrently, it reduces the overhead that may be put
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on by other approaches described above. Moreover, emblems are very appropriate in

communicating feelings and ideas in such a collaborative social interaction setting where

only one person may be holding the floor, and thus have the sole right to express

themselves. With the use of these gestures, users can freely express certain ideas simply

and directly by triggering a gesture motion, instead of typing out certain words or

phrases. This kind of reaction and method of communication is much more natural and is

representative of real life face-to-face interactions.

Movement
................ Specification

Figure 5-2: Speech recognizer approach to gesture representation
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5.3 Emblematic Gesture Representation

Given that such emblematic gestures can be used to increase the level of effective

communication and social interaction, it is natural to extend this to the avatar motions in

the three-dimensional virtual environment.

Therefore, in order to further add value to the three-dimensional environment that has

been interfaced with CAIRO by DiSEL '98-'99, an emblematic gesture expression

function for the avatars is proposed. Such a functionality will undoubtedly allow a

greater degree of transmission and perception of users' thoughts, feeling, or persuasions

especially in situations where speech channel (i.e., text dialog) cannot be used and where

a simple gesture can convey a meaning more directly and simply.
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Chapter 6

Gesturing Expression Tool Prototype
Design

In designing such a prototype, several factors are involved. Two factors that present

itself as the biggest and more significant are: (1) requirements of the prototype, and (2)

the technology and methods by which it will be implemented.

As proposed, the gesturing prototype will be a stand alone capable function that

incorporates a Virtual Reality Markup Language (VRML) canvas or browser which will

be interfaced with Java elements for user control in displaying VRML-based avatars in

the virtual environment. The gesture animations are generated through the animation

techniques of VRML, and thus, the VRML canvas should support and display animations

readily.

This chapter will discuss the design of the gesture expression prototype. An overview

and requirements of the prototype, as well the technical methodology that enables this

will be explored. Specifically, technology and design behind the VRML avatar

representation, VRML execution model and avatar animation model, and VRML-Java

interface will be focused on.
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6.1 Requirements

In order to enhance social interaction functionality of users in a virtual environment, a

gesturing representation tool that expresses a predefined set of emblematic gestures is

required. The user should readily have access to this gesture expression by the click of a

mouse button which will generate and animate the gesturing motion on the avatar. This

gesturing animation then would be able to be perceived by other users that are present in

the three-dimensional world.

6.1.1 Technology

The design of this gesture expression prototype is based on the assumption that it will

be implemented in conjunction with an existing real-time collaboration system with

social interaction capabilities, such as CAIRO. Because such a system is used over the

Internet and its underlying TCP/IP protocols, the gesture expression system that will

enhance social interaction capabilities via a three-dimensional interface will also have to

be optimized to run over the Internet.

Having this technical requirement, the choice of VRML and Java technology makes

sense because of its Internet-based features that optimize its performance. Virtual Reality

Markup Language has become the standard for three-dimensional representation of

objects and space over the Internet, and Java has also taken a prominent position in

proving itself as a robust programming language that is geared for the Internet

specifically. Although the technology of VRML and Java integration is fairly young and

developing, for the purposes of designing and implementing a gesture expression

application where VRML avatars would be animated to display a particular gesture as a

form of communication, this methodology would work fairly well.

This particular design that is detailed in the following sections is of a avatar gesture

expression prototype that would be built on top of an existing distributed virtual

environment, as the one provided by CAIRO version 3.0 as discussed in Chapter 4. This

being the case, the strategy is as follows: it is suitable to implement the avatar
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geomoetries and gesture animations in VRML 97 and Java to interface the user interface

of the gesture behavior control pieces with the VRML avatar components. With this

done, a VRML/Java compatible canvas or browser would be used to display and view the

result.

6.1.2 Representation

First, in order to consider a gesture expressing capability of the avatar in a virtual

environment, we must define the range of gestures that it will enable. As outlined in

Chapter 5, emblematic gestures will be used in this prototype design, and in this context,

a limited collection of commonly used gestures in face-to-face human social interaction

needs to be represented in the prototype. The considered gestures include:

e Hand wave
" Shoulder shrug
* Arm cross
e Finger point
e Fist down
* Head-hand shake
* Hand raise
e Shoulders down and head turned
* Head tilt and hand up to head
e Arms to hips, head tilt and shake
e Head nod

Each of these gestures convey an idea or state of emotion to the other users, thus

generating personal expression and in return social feedback. These gestures, being

emblematic in nature, have certain meanings that may be interpreted by other users in the

social interaction scenario.

With a selected avatar, the user should be able to invoke any gesture at one time at

will. The avatar will then be animated and displayed in the VRML canvas which acts as

the interface to the three-dimensional environment.
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Table 6-1: Emblems Represented with their Meaning

Hand wave "Hello" or "Uoodbye"
Shoulder shrug "I don't know"
Arm cross Listening
Finger point Pointing something out
Fist down "Dammit!" - anger or surprise
Head-hand shake "No"
Hand raise "Excuse me" - attention
Shoulders down and head turned Disinterest
Head tilt and hand up to head "I'm bored"
Arms to hips, head tilt and shake Disapproval
Head nod "Yes" - agreement

6.1.3 Use Case Diagrams

The use case diagrams that are shown below denote possible use case scenarios for

the gesturing. The main functionality of the prototype is to provide the user with a way to

express a certain type of gesture via an avatar in an interactive collaborative work session

and/or in a casual contact social interaction case scenarios. The user here is defined as

the person that the avatar represents in the virtual environment. The first set of use case

diagrams (Figure 6-1) illustrates the simple basic gesturing behaviors that can be invoked

by the user. The second set of use case diagrams (Figure 6-2) reflects the various possible

scenarios, or the different types of gesture expressions, that the user can perform through

the prototype when he is in the virtual environment supported by a networked

collaborative system such as CAIRO.

In Figure 6-2, several situational environments are illustrated in the collaborative

virtual environment. As is the case with Figure 6-1, the actors represent the user, or the

participant, in the virtual environment who is represented by an avatar. The first scenario

is when a participant enters a room and makes a casual contact with another person in the

room. The greeting can be a "hi" represented by a hand waving gesture. "Participant 2"
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Figure 6-1: Use Case Diagrams for Basic Gesture Motions
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perceives this and may also greet "participant 1" with a wave as well. The second

scenario takes place in a collaborative meeting session. A participant in the meeting has

several options to express himself during the meeting, even when someone else has the

control of the floor. Since gesturing is not intrusive or takes the floor away from

someone else, it serves as a convenient way to express oneself to others in the group. For

example, in order to get attention from others one may raise his hand. The participant

can also show his mood or attention state through the crossing his arm (attentively

listening), evoking the "bored" gesture, or by displaying the "disinterested" gesture. The

third scenario is also during a collaborative meeting session where an idea is proposed.

To show an immediate informal response to the proposed idea, the participant may

choose to nod his head in agreement to the proposal, or shake his head to disagree. The

final scenario is applicable in any one to one situation, whether it be formal or casual

form of contact. The situation is as follows: "participant 2" asks "participant 1" a

question. If "participant 1" happens not to know the answer to the particular question, he

may simply respond by shrugging his shoulder, indicating that he does not know.

Other scenarios are certainly possible where emblematic gesture can be used to

achieve simple, direct channel of communication by means of increasing the freedom of

the users to express themselves. Gesturing becomes a natural part of social interaction in

virtual environments this way, as it is in face-to-face human interactions.
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Figure 6-2: Use Case Diagrams for Situational Environments
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6.1.4 User Interface

The user interface would be that resembling a Java applet with tabs and/or buttons

that will be constructed using the Java AWT. In addition to the VRML canvas/browser,

the user will have a navigation toolbar, and then the following set of push buttons to

activate and generate the gesture animations on the avatar:

" Wave

e Shrug

e Cross Arms

e Point

e Fist

e Shake Head

e Raise Hand

e Turned Head

e Boredom

" Disapproval

e Nod

The basic user interface window will be as shown in Figure 6-3. Certain elements of

the user interface should be noted. The canvas that will display the avatars and the

virtual environment that the user will be immersed in is the large component of the

displayed window. The buttons that will invoke the gesture motions of the avatars are

below the canvas, organized by situational uses for each specific gesture. For example, a

gesture that would most commonly be used during a formal meeting session, such as

raising hand to get attention, will be placed under the "formal" tab, while a waving hi

gesture would fall under that category of "informal". Although the gesture buttons may

be organized in this manner, this arrangement certainly would not prevent the user from

using any gesture in any tab at any time he desires to.
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Figure 6-3: User Interface

Other elements of the three-dimensional interface should be also included in the user

interface. For example, a text chat that is implemented should be placed in the same

window to allow users to interact and communicate with each other. Lastly, navigation

control should also be placed within the window to give the user the ability to move

around in the virtual environment. Common navigation features, such as rotate, pan,

zoom, and seek should be included, and are shown in Figure 6-3 in the bottom right-hand

corner of the window.
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6.2 Standardized VRML avatar

In applying the concepts of social interaction and collaboration in online virtual

environments, it is necessary to consider the actual representation of the user as avatars in

this scenario. Specifically, avatars will be used as the primary mode of representation by

the user in this environment, and relevantly, it would be the avatars that will display

gesture movements which will be seen and interpreted by the other users. Avatars would

be human-like in order to recreate a serious, collaborative setting. Achieving that goal

will require the creation of libraries of interchangeable humanoids, as well as techniques

that make it easy to create new humanoids and animate them in various ways.

The following sections specify a standard way of representing humanoids in VRML

97 as proposed by the VRML Humanoid Animations Working Group (1997). These

sections will detail the VRML avatar standard specifications and is based on the

Specification for a Standard VRML Humanoid Version 1.0. This standard will allow

humanoids created using authoring tools from one system to be animated using tools

from another, and have a common structure behind all the avatars that may be used.

Since the animation technique and structure of the various avatars is same, it would make

sense to adapt a standard as this one to facilitate implementation of gesture animations for

various number of avatars that the user may choose to use. VRML humanoids can be

animated using keyframing, inverse kinematics, performance animation systems and

other techniques.

6.2.1 Overview

The human body consists of a number of segments (such as the forearm, hand and

foot) which are connected to each other by joints (such as the elbow, wrist and ankle). In

order for an application to animate a humanoid, it needs to obtain access to the joints and

alter the joint angles. The application may also need to retrieve information about such

things as joint limits and segment masses.
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Each segment of the body will typically be defined by a mesh of polygons, and an

application may need to alter the locations of the vertices in that mesh. The application

may also need to obtain information about which vertices should be treated as a group for

the purpose of deformation.

A VRML Humanoid file contains a set of Joint nodes that are arranged to form a

hierarchy. Each Joint node can contain other Joint nodes, and may also contain a

Segment node which describes the body part associated with that joint. Each Segment

can also have a number of Site nodes, which define locations relative to the segment.

Sites can be used for attaching clothing and jewelry, and can be used as end-effectors for

inverse kinematics applications. They can also be used to define eyepoints and viewpoint

locations.

Each Segment node can have a number of Displacer nodes, which specify which

vertices within the segment correpond to particular feature or configuration of vertices.

The file also contains a single Humanoid node which stores human-readable data about

the humanoid such as author and copyright information. That node also stores references

to all the Joint, Segment and Site nodes, and serves as a "wrapper" for the humanoid. In

addition, it provides a top-level Transform for positioning the humanoid in its

environment.

Keyframe animation sequences can be stored in the same file, with the outputs of

various VRML interpolator nodes being ROUTEd (See Section 6.3.2) to the joints of the

body (Scott 1996). Alternatively, the file may include Script nodes which access the

joints directly. In addition, applications can obtain references to the individual joints and

segments from the Humanoid node. Such applications will typically animate the

humanoid by setting the joint rotations.
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6.2.2 The Nodes

In order to simplify the creation of humanoids, several new node types are

introduced. Each node is defined by a PROTO (Sonstein, 1996). The prototype element

(PROTO) of VRML is used to create a customized node that can be treated like a black

box in a scene (Sonstein, 1996). PROTO declarations follow the idea of objects of a

classes in C++ and Java programming languages. Once declared and defined, a PROTO

can be used like any of the standard VRML nodes in the scene. PROTO's can also be

used to provide a standard method that allows writers to incorporate their own custom

nodes without breaking adherence to the specification. (Roehl, 1997) The basic

implementation of all the nodes is very straightforward, yet each provides enough

flexibility to allow more advanced techniques to be used.

6.2.2.1 The Joint Node

Each joint in the body is represented by a Joint node. The most common

implementation for a Joint will be a Transform node, which is used to define the

relationship of each body segment to its immediate parent. However, that's just one

possible implementation -- humanoid authors are free to implement the Joint node

however they choose. In particular, some systems may choose to use a single polygonal

mesh to represent a humanoid, rather than having a separate IndexedFaceSet for each

body segment. In such a case, a Joint would be responsible for moving the vertices that

correspond to a particular body segment and all the segments descended from it. Many

computer games use such a single-mesh representation in order to create smooth,

seamless figures. The Joint node is also used to store other joint-specific information. In

particular, a joint name is provided so that applications can identify each Joint node at

runtime.

In addition, the Joint node may contain hints for inverse-kinematics systems that wish

to control the H-Anim figure. These hints include the upper and lower joint limits, the

orientation of the joint limits, and a stiffness/resistance value. Note that these limits are

not enforced by any mechanism within the scene graph of the humanoid, and are
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provided for information purposes only. Use of this information and enforcement of the

joint limits is up to the application.

The Joint PROTO looks like this:

PROTO Joint [
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField

]I

SFString
SFVec3f
SFRotation

SFVec3f
SFRotation

SFVec3f
MFFloat

MFFloat

SFRotation

MFFloat

MFNode

name
center
rotation
scale
scaleOrientation
translation
ulimit
ilimit
limitOrientation
stiffness
children

Notice that most of the fields correspond to those of the Transform node. This is

because the typical implementation of the Joint PROTO will be:

{
Transform {

translation IS translation
rotation IS rotation
scale IS scale
scaleOrientation IS scaleOrientation
center IS center
children IS children

}
}

Other implementations are certainly possible. The only requirement is that a Joint be able

to accept the events listed above.

The center exposedField gives the position of the Joint's center of rotation, relative to

the root of the overall humanoid body description. Note that the center field is not

intended to receive events. The locations of the joint centers are available by reading the

center fields of the Joints.
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Since the locations of the joint centers are all in the same coordinate frame, the length

of any segment can be determined by simply subtracting the locations of the joint centers.

The exception will be segments at the ends of the fingers and toes, for which the Site

locations within the Segment must be used.

The ulimit and limit fields of the Joint PROTO specify the upper and lower joint

rotation limits. Both fields are three-element MFFloats containing separate values for the

X, Y and Z rotation limits. The ulimit field stores the upper (i.e. maximum) values for

rotation around the X, Y and Z axes. The limit field stores the lower (i.e. minimum)

values for rotation around those axes.

The limitOrientation exposedField gives the orientation of the coordinate frame in

which the ulimit and limit values are to be interpreted. The limitOrientation describes the

orientation of a local coordinate frame, relative to the Joint center position described by

the center exposedField.

The stiffness exposedField, if present, contains values ranging between 0.0 and 1.0

which give the inverse kinematics system hints about the "willingness" of a joint to move

a particular degree of freedom. For example, a Joint node's stiffness can be used in an

arm joint chain to give preference to moving the left wrist and left elbow over moving the

left shoulder, or it can be used within a single Joint node with multiple degrees of

freedom to give preference to individual degrees of freedom. The larger the stiffness

value, the more the joint will resist movement.

Each Joint should have a DEF name that matches the name field for that Joint, but

with a distinguishing prefix in front of it. That prefix can be anything, but must be the

same for all the Joints in a particular humanoid. The distinguishing prefix is useful in the

case of static routing to the Joints of multiple humanoids in the same file. If only a single

humanoid is stored in a file, the prefix should be "hanim_" (for Humanoid Animation).

For example, the left shoulder would have a DEF name of "hanim_1_shoulder".
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The DEF name is used for static routing, which would typically connect

OrientationInterpolators in the humanoid file to the joints. The name field is used for

identifying the joints at runtime, since the DEF names would not necessarily be available.

It will occasionally be useful for the person creating a humanoid to be able to add

additional joints to the body. The body remains humanoid in form, and is still generally

expected to have the basic joints described later in this document. However, they may be

thought of as a minimal set to which extensions may be added (such as a prehensile tail).

6.2.2.2 The Segment Node

Each body segment is stored in a Segment node. The Segment node will typically be

implemented as a Group node containing one or more Shapes or perhaps Transform

nodes that position the body part within its coordinate. The use of LOD nodes is

recommended if the geometry of the Segment is complex.

PROTO Segment [
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
event In
event In

]

SFString

SFVec3f
SFVec3f
SFFloat
MFNode

SFNode
MFNode

MFNode

MFNode

name ""
centerOfMass 0 0 0
momentsOf Inertia 1 1 1
mass 0
children [ ]
coord NULL
displacers
addChildren
removeChildren

This will typically be implemented as follows:

{
Group (

children IS children
addChildren IS addChildren
removeChildren IS removeChildren

}
}

The mass is the total mass of the segment, and the centerOfMass is the location within

the segment of its center of mass.
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Humanoids that are modeled as a continuous mesh will still have Segment nodes, in

order to store per-segment information. In such a case, the Segment wouldn't necessarily

contain any geometry, though it should still be a child of a Joint node.

For Segments that have deformable meshes, the coord field should contain a Coordinate

node that is utilized with the USE tag in the IndexedFaceSet for the Segment. The

Coordinate node should be given the same name DEF name as the Segment, but with a

"_coords" appended (e.g. "skullcoords").

6.2.2.3 The Site Node

A Site node serves three purposes. The first is to define an "end effector" location

which can be used by an inverse kinematics system. The second is to define an

attachment point for accessories such as jewelry and clothing. The third is to define a

location for a virtual camera in the reference frame of a Segment (such as a view

"through the eyes" of the humanoid for use in multi-user worlds).

Sites are stored within the children exposedField of a Segment node. The rotation and

translation fields of the Site node define the location and orientation of the end effector

within the coordinate frame of the Segment. The children field is used to store any

accessories that can be attached to the segment.

The Site PROTO looks like this:

PROTO Site [
event In MFNode addChildren
eventIn MFNode removeChildren
exposedField MFNode children []
exposedField SFString name "o"
exposedField SFVec3f center 0 0 0

exposedField SFRotation rotation 0 0 1 0

exposedField SFVec3f scale 1 1 1

exposedField SFRotation scaleOrientation 0 0 1 0

exposedField SFVec3f translation 0 0 0

]
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The typical implementation for a Site will be:

{
Transform {

children IS children
addChildren IS addChildren
removeChildren IS removeChildren
center IS center
rotation IS rotation
scale IS scale
scaleOrientation IS scaleOrientation
translation IS translation

}
}

If used as an end effector, the Site node should have a name consisting of the name of

the Segment to which it's attached, with a "_tip" suffix appended. For example, the end

effector Site on the right index finger would be named "rindexdistaltip", and the Site

node would be a child of the "rindexdistal" Segment. Sites that are used to define

camera locations should have a "_view" suffix appended. Sites that are not end effectors

should have a "_oc" suffix. Sites that are required by an application but are not defined

in this specification should be prefixed with "x_".

Sites that intended to be used as attachment points for Viewpoint nodes (such as the

left and right eyes) should be oriented so that they face in the direction the eye should be

looking. In other words, attaching the following Viewpoint to the Site at the left eye will

result in a view looking out from the humanoid's left eye:

Viewpoint {
position 0 0 0

}

6.2.2.4 The Displacer Node

Applications may need to alter the shape of individual Segments. At the most basic

level, this is done by writing to the point field of the Coordinate node that's found in the

coord field of the Segment node.
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In some cases, the application may need to be able to identify specific groups of

vertices within a Segment. For example, the application may need to know which vertices

within the skull Segment comprise the left eyebrow. It may also require "hints" as to the

direction in which each vertex should move. That information is stored in a node called a

Displacer. The Displacers for a particular Segment are stored in the displacers field of

that Segment.

The Displacer PROTO looks like this:

PROTO Displacer [
exposedField SFString name "i"

exposedField MFInt32 coordIndex
exposedField MFVec3f displacements [ ]

]

The name field provides a name for the Displacer, by which it can be identified by the

application at runtime. That name should also be used as the DEF name of the Displacer

node itself.

The coordIndex field contains the indices into the coordinate array for the Segment of

the vertices that are affected by the displacer. For example,

Displacer (
name "1_eyebrowfeature"
coordIndex [ 7, 12, 21, 18 ]

}

would mean that vertices 7, 12, 21 and 18 of the Segment form the left eyebrow.

The displacements field, if present, provides a set of 3D values that should be added to

the neutral or resting position of each of the vertices referenced in the coordIndex field of

the Segment. These values correspond one to one with the values in the coordIndex array.

The values should be maximum displacements, and the application is free to scale them

as needed before adding them to the neutral vertex positions. For example,

Displacer {
name "1 eyebrowraiseraction"
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coordIndex [ 7, 12, 21, 18 ]
displacements [ 0 0.0025 0, 0 0.005 0, 0 0.0025 0, 0 0.001 0 ]

}

would raise the four vertices of the left eyebrow in a vertical direction. Vertex number 7

would be displaced up to 2.5 millimeters in the vertical (Y) direction, vertex number 12

would be displaced up to 5 millimeters, vertex 21 would be displaced up to 2.5

millimeters, and vertex number 18 would be displaced by just one millimeter. The

application may choose to uniformly scale those displacements.

A Displacer can be used in three different ways. At its most basic level, it can simply

be used to identify the vertices corresponding to a particular feature on the Segment,

which the application can then displace as it sees fit. At the next level, it can be used to

represent a particular muscular action which displaces the vertices in various directions

(linearly or radially).

The third way in which a Displacer can be used is to represent a complete

configuration of the vertices in a Segment. For example, in the case of a face, there might

be a Displacer for each facial expression.

Displacers that are used to identify features should have a name with a "_feature" suffix.

Displacers that are used to move a feature should be given a name with an "_action"

suffix, usually with an additional pre-suffix to indicate the kind of motion (such as

"leyebrowjraiser action"). Displacers that correspond to a particular configuration of

the vertices should have a "_config" suffix.

Note that while Displacers are most often used to control the shape of the face, they

can certainly be used for other body parts as well. For example, they may be used to

control the changing shape of an arm Segment as the arm flexes, simulating the effect of

muscle inflation.
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6.2.2.5 The Humanoid Node

The Humanoid node is used to store human-readable data such as author and

copyright information, as well as to store references to the joints, segments and views and

to serve as a container for the entire humanoid. It also provides a convenient way of

moving the humanoid through its environment.

PROTO Humanoid [
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField
exposedField

]

SFString
MFString

SFString
MFNode

MFNode

MFNode

MFNode

MFNode

SFVec3f
SFRotation
SFVec3f
SFRotation
SFVec3f

name
info
version
joints
segments
sites
viewpoints
humanoidBody
center
rotation
scale
scaleOrientation
translation

The Humanoid node is typically implemented as follows:

Transform {
center
rotation
scale
scaleOrientation
translation
children [
Group {

children IS
}
Group {

children IS
}

]
}

IS
IS
IS
IS
IS

center
rotation
scale
scaleOrientation
translation

riewpoints

iumanoidBody

The Humanoid node can be used to position the humanoid in space. Note that the

HumanoidRoot Joint is typically used to handle animations within the local coordinate

system of the humanoid, such as jumping or walking. For example, while walking, the
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overall movement of the body (such as a swagger) would affect the HumanoidRoot Joint,

while the average linear velocity through the scene would affect the Humanoid node.

The humanoidBody field contains the HumanoidRoot node.

The version field stores the version of this specification that the Humanoid file

conforms to. The document you're now reading describes version "1.1" of the

specification. The info field consists of an array of strings, each of which is of the form

"tag=value".

The following tags are defined so far:

e authorName
e authorEmail
e copyright
e creationDate
e usageRestrictions
" humanoidVersion
e age
e gender (typically "male" or "female")
e height
" weight

The HumanoidVersion tag refers to the version of the humanoid being used, in order

to track revisions to the data. It is not the same as the version field of the Humanoid node,

which refers to the version of the H-Anim specification which was used when building

the humanoid.

The joints field contains references (i.e. USEs) of each of the Joint nodes in the body.

Each of the referenced joints should be a Joint node. The order in which they are listed is

irrelevant, since the names of the joints are stored in the joints themselves. Similarly, the

segments field contains references to each of the Segment nodes of the body, the

viewpoints field contains references to the Viewpoint nodes in the file, and the sites field

contains references to the Site nodes in the file.
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6.2.3 The Joint Hierarchy

The body is typically built as a series of nested Joints, each of which may have a

Segment associated with it. For example:

DE hanim_1_shoulder Joint { name "lshoulder"

center 0.167 1.36 -0.0518
children [

DEF hanim_1_elbow Joint { name "1_elbow"

center 0.196 1.07 -0.0518
children [
DEF hanim _1wrist Joint { name "lwrist"

center 0.213 0.811 -0.0338
children [

DEF hanim_1_hand Segment { name "1_hand"

}
]

}
DEF hanim_1_forearm Segment { name "l_forearm"

}

}
DEF hanim1upperarm Segment { name "l upperarm"

}

6.2.3.1 The Body

The names of the Joint nodes for the body are listed in the following Table 6-2:

Table 6-2: Names of Body Joints (Roehl, 1999)

1_hip Iknee Iankle I subtalar I midtarsal Imetatarsal
rhip r-knee r ankle r subtalar r midtarsal rmetatarsal
r5 v4 hi3 va2 V1
vt12 vt11 vt1 vt 9  vt8 vt7
t6 vt5 $4 t3 vt2 vt1

vc7 vc6 vc5 vc4 vc3 vc2 vel

I sternoclavicular _acromioclavicular Ishoulder _Ielbow Iwrist
r_sternoclavicular r_acromioclavicular rshoulder relbow rwrist
HumanoidRoot sacroiliac (pelvis) skullbase
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6.2.3.2 The Hands

The hands, if present, should use the following naming convention:

Table 6-3: Names of the Joints of the Hand (Roehl, 1999)

Left Hand
IpinkyO Ipinky1 Ipinky2 I_ pinky3 I-ringO I-ring1 Iring2 Iring3
ImiddleO Imiddlel Imiddle2 Imiddle3 IindexO Iindex1 Iindex2 Iindex3
Ithumb1 I thumb2 Ithumb3

Right Hand

r pinkyO r-pinky1 r_pinky2 rpinky3 rringO r-ringl r ring2 r_ring3
r_middleO rmiddlel rmiddle2 r middle3 r indexO rindex1 rindex2 rindex3
r_thumb1 rthumb2 rthumb3

As shown below in Figure 6-4, the hand of the avatar can be divided into a number of

joints marked in Table 6-3 by "0" through "3" following the name of the finger. The "l"

denotes left hand, while "r_" denotes the right hand. The crosshairs shown in Figure 6-4,

simply suggest possible locations for the joint centers and finger tips. It also should be

noted that the movement of the "0" joint of the thumb, which is not listed in Table 6-3, is

typically quite limited, and this not shown. Similar observations can be made on the

other fingers as well, as the rigidity of those joints varies from finger to finger. Further

details about the placement, orientation and movement of the "0" joints can be obtained

from any anatomy reference text (Roehl, 1999).

45*

thumb

pinky
index

midde

Figure 6-4: Joints of the Fingers of a Hand (Roehl, 1999)
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6.2.3.3 The Face

Many humanoid implementations have made use of jointed facial structures to

simulate facial expression. These work in a similar fashion to the facial parts of a

ventriloquist's dummy. The following in Table 6-4 is a basic set of facial joints and

segments that support this type of facial animation.

The suffix "_joint" is used here because in reality most of these features are

controlled by muscle groups instead of actual joints, the exception being the

temporomandibular joint. The "_joint" suffix provides a distinction between the joint

name and the name of the corresponding segment.

All facial joints are children of the skullbase joint. The center of rotation of the eye

and the eyelid is the geometric center of the eyeball. The eyelid rotation defaults to zero,

and a positive rotation of PI radians will completely close the eyelid. The eyebrows are at

zero degrees rotation by default, and can be rotated around the middle of the eyebrow.

The mouth is closed when the temporomandibular joint is at zero degrees.

Table 6-4: Joints of the Face (Roehl, 1999)

I_eyeballjoint r_eyeball-joint
leyebrow-joint r eyebrow-joint
Ieyelid-joint r eyelid-joint
temporomandibular

6.2.4 Hierarchy

The complete hierarchy is shown in Figure 6-5, with the segment names listed beside

the joints to which they're attached.
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Figure 6-5: Hierarchy of H-Anim Humanoid Avatar (H-Anim Working Group, 1997)
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6.3 VRML Execution Model

VRML consists of two fundamental parts: The scene description language and a

mechanism to create behavior (Roehl, 1997). Behavior might be anything that

dynamically changes the properties of the scene. There could be something as simple as a

color changing box to an animation of a complex artificial intelligence avatar in a virtual

world.

6.3.1 Events

When one node wants to pass information to another node, it creates an event. An

event is something between a function call and an assignment in a programming

language. It is a way of encapsulating a piece of data to pass it from one node to another.

The event contains the data and the timestamp. The timestamp is an important concept in

cases where networking is involved, as is the case here. It is the time at which the event

was originally started. This helps the browser to keep track of the sequence of events in

such an environment.

6.3.2 Routes

When a VRML scene (object), such as a humanoid avatar, is created consisting of a

collection of nodes, information must be passed between them. VRML does not have a

function call mechanism for passing information. Instead it involves the creation of an

explicit connection between two fields of nodes. There are four different types of access

types that using which the behavior of the nodes can be controlled.

Table 6-5: VRML Field Access Types

field No external access
eventin Write only
eventOut Read only
exposedField Read and write
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6.3.3 Sensors

Unlike Java where the programs throw events, in VRML we have to generate the

events and pass them around. We do this once we have a series of nodes connected

together by routes. The sensor group of nodes, sense some sort of non-VRML input and

generate a VRML event which is then passed around the scene. There are three basic

types of sensors namely user input, visibility and time sensors. The Time sensors and the

user input sensors are very important for the product that is being developed. The Touch

sensors are a kind of user input sensors which are very important to define a boundary for

the environment, that restricts objects (avatars) from navigating out of the environment.

For instance, using the touch sensor, we could introduce a condition by which the avatar

does not leave its chair once it is seated on it, until the user logs out of the meeting.

VRML time is based on seconds. Time zero corresponds to the UNIX standard of

midnight GMT, January 1, 1970. All time is absolute. There is no relative time in

VRML at all. The time-dependent nodes share four properties: startTime, stopTime,

isActive, and loop. Start and stop times control when the node is to start and stop its

output. Loop is a boolean that indicates whether the node should loop its output.

IsActive indicated whether the node is playing (active) at that time. In generating gesture

movement animation, time dependent node would be implemented to define the length of

the movement and to control the timing of the proceeding body positions.

6.3.4 Interpolators

Interpolators are one of the most useful nodes in VRML for performing animations.

These nodes are the glue between time and getting an object to do something.

Interpolators take a time input and turn it into something that performs animation in the

scene, for example an avatar movement.

All interpolators have the same basic structure. Each key (the keyValue field) has a

list of key values and a list of corresponding output values. Each key must have an
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associated value that range from zero to one. The interpolator receives input through the

set-fraction eventIn. The interpolator then checks this value against the keys, calculates

the output value, and passes out in the valuechanged eventOut.

6.3.5 Building an Animation

The building of the animation involves the existence if the basic scene layout. It also

consists of the object to be animated and a reference point with respect to which the

animation is done. There will be a set of transforms that define the animation to be

executed on the object of interest. Then we need to layout the path that the object will

take which is done using a set of interpolators. There are different kinds of interpolations

based on the type of animation that is being done. Finally we need to provide a time

sensor to drive the animation. ROUTEs will also need to be added at the end to pass

events around.

6.4 Animating the Avatar

The structure of the avatar that will be used in the gesture expression would be

following the VRML Humanoid specifics as a means to standardize the component

structure of each avatar that the user may use. With a standardized avatar model, it

would be easier to implement the gesture animation processes for each of the different

avatars that may be used in the prototype.

In addition to the geometries specified in the VRML (.wrl) file, it will also contain

information about the various forms of animations that will be implemented for the avatar

to express the desired gestures. The geometries of the avatar is modeled using the

standard body parts-joins-names as provided by the H-Anim specs. As described in

Section 6.3, VRML Execution Model, a set of interpolators and ROUTEs are used for

each distinct gesture movement to pass events around within the VRML scene.
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Figure 6-6: Standardization of VRML avatar format

An animation sequence can be understood as a cycle with a beginning (the first

frame) and an end (the last frame) and everything else in between. In order to build

animations of this type, called keyframe animation, a set of keyframes or the specific

moments in an animation cycle needs to be defined. Then, interpolators are used to

compute all the intermediary positions that are necessary for a smooth animation in

function of the fraction of the animation cycle computed. To do this, the ouput of the

fraction-changed field of TimeSensor as input for an interpolator engine. The

setfraction eventIn receives an event that can be any kind of floating point number. It

usually is a number between 0 and 1 produced by a TimeSensor'sfraction-changed field.

For each critical fraction of the whole animation cycle, the fraction is added to the array

of keys and for each key, an interpolator-specific keyValue must be specified. Finally, the

interpolator will produce the interpolated value_changed eventOuts.

The basic structure of this animation method is to be used for the gesture animations.

Each distinct animation sequence is encapsulated in an Animation node, these nodes are

gathered into an Animations node. The object to be animated has a "Humanoid" node, or

equivalent, specifying the names of Joints to animate. The code structure of the

animation for the suggested gestures of the prototype would follow this format shown in

Appendix A. Each joint of the avatar is defined for each animation group, i.e., for each
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gesture movement. The humanoid node is then defined by specifying the joints that are

used. The joints are then connected through eventIn's and eventOut's via ROUTEs to

pass around the events and geometry transformations that are associated with the

animation of the avatar. While the specific geometries of the avatar aren't shown, this is

inconsequential because it is assumed that they are defined elsewhere in the VRML file.

The various types of gesture animation that needs to be invoked is grouped under one

subgroup under the root of Animations group. The interpolators for each gesture is

defined within these Animation subgroups. The joints of the corresponding relevant parts

of the H-Anim humanoid avatar is listed, followed by passing information between the

nodes using ROUTE -- TO -- with the values in the fields such as value-changed and

set-fraction.

Simplified, the code structure for the gesture animation follows this basic route/events

model in Figure 6-7 (Schneider, 1998):

Eventn Event In,

NODE 1 NOE2NODE 3

ROUT E 1ROUTE 2

Figure 6-7: ROUTE/event model in VRML execution

6.5 Java-VRML Interface

As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, the architecture of the prototype implementation is to

implement the avatar geomoetries and gesture animations in VRML 97 and use Java to
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interface the user interface of the gesture behavior control pieces with the VRML avatar

components. The basic user interface components, such as the user navigation control of

the avatar and the gesture invoking commands, will be implemented through Java code

that interacts with the VRMIL file which contains the information about the avatar as well

as the prescribed gesture animation sequences.

In this architecture model, there is a clear separation of animated geometry (VRML)

and gesture behavior control (Java). From the user's control interface enabled by Java,

the VRML avatar would then implement the set of basic gesture behaviors such as shrug

and wave, as detailed in Section 6.1.2. The Java module would take care of

communicating with the user, the virtual environment including avatar and scene, as well

as with other clients in the system to coordinate a collaborative interaction environment.

This model of the proposed prototype as explained above is illustrated in Figure 6-8.

Java VRML

Gesture Behavior Avatar and Scene
Control Gemoetries

&
Animations

Networking
Components

------------------------ -------
-------------------------

Underlying Collaboration System............... ............... 
i1e. CA--- - - -- - - RO) -- - -- - -

(i.e., CAIRO)

Figure 6-8: VRML and Java Components of the Prototype Design

It is clarified here that this design will not discuss the aspects of networking with

other clients of the virtual collaborative system as indicated by the dashed line
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components of Figure 6-8. One of the underlying assumptions of this design was that it

would be implemented on top of an existing system such as CAIRO which would already

have and support networking and other functions to enable collaboration in a virtual

environment.

Java can be used with VRML in two ways. VRML has a Script node and Java can be

used as the scripting language for that node. The Java script interacts with the VRML

world through the Java Script Authoring Interface (JSAI) (Marrin, et al., 1997). The JSAI

allows Java to send events to other nodes in the VRML world, create new scene

components, and query for information about the scene (Marrin, 1997). The Java script

receives events from other nodes, which stimulates it into execution, where it can

perform algorithms, or utilize other Java packages (such as the Network package). The

script can then send the results of this execution to other nodes as events. This allows

Java to provide complex behaviors to the objects in a scene. A good example of this is a

scene in which Java performs complex physics operations to control the waving of a flag

or the bouncing of a ball.

Java can also control a VRML world externally, using the External Authoring

Interface (EAI). The EAI allows one or more VRML worlds to be added to a Java applet

or application. This interface is designed to allow an external environment to access

nodes in a VRML scene using the existing VRML event execution model that was

discussed in Section 6.3. In this model, an eventOut of a given node can be routed to an

eventIn of another node. When the eventOut generates an event, the eventIn is notified

and its node processes that event. The EAI allows much of the same functionality as the

JSAI. You can send events to VRML nodes, create new nodes, and query the VRML

world about its state and characteristics. But rather than being stimulated by an event

coming into a Script node, the EAI allows a currently running Java applet to control a

VRML world, just like it would control any other media. Examples would include,

pressing an AWT widget under control of the Java applet/application could cause an

event to be sent to the VRML world which would change the color of a sphere, the height
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of a bar graph, the price readout of a stock, or in the case of this thesis, invoke a gesture

animation.

Because of EAI's model of allowing control from outside of the VRML scene, for

example through an AWT widget placed in an application containing the VRML, it is

appropriate to use EAI as the interface model in designing the gesture expression

prototype.

6.5.1 External Authoring Interface

The communication between the VRML world containing the avatar and an external

environment an interface between the two is provided by External Authoring Interface.

and it allows an external program to communicate with a VRML scene. Essentially, to

Java, the EAI is a set of classes with methods that can be called to control the VRML

world. To VRML the EAI is just another mechanism that can send and receive events,

just like the rest of VRML.

The EAI adapts this interface by giving access to the top-level named nodes in the

system to the external environment. The interface then mimics the access of the Script

node with a reference to the named node. To facilitate the sending of events to the

external environment, a new mechanism is made available. To receive notification when

an event is sent to an eventOut, the external environment registers interest in it. Because

the EAI model is NOT language dependent, this interface can be applied to any

programming language. For this particular design, however, the Java programming

language is considered.

The following EAI framework that the prototype design follows is based on Proposal

for a VRML 2.0 Informative Annex - External Authoring Interface Reference by Chris

Marrin (1997).
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6.5.1.1 Conceptual Framework

Conceptually, the External Authoring Interface allows 4 types of access into the

VRML scene:

1. Accessing the functionality of the browser interface.

2. Sending events to eventIns of nodes inside the scene.

3. Reading the last value sent from eventOuts of nodes inside the scene.

4. Getting notified when events are sent from eventOuts of nodes inside the scene.

The EAI operates as a set of classes and its methods that extend the Java platform for

access to one or more VRML scenes within this environment. An applet/application that

embeds the VRML canvas or browser, as well as all the user's control interface is written

in Java. The applet/application then uses the EAI interface to access and control the

VRML scene.

The concepts of EAI are similar to those of Script Authoring Interface, which

provides the interface for languages supported by the VRML Script node. There are two

conceptual differences between the two. The first has to do with obtaining a node

reference through which eventIns and eventOuts can be accessed. When creating a

VRML file a Script node (and therefore the script it contains) can get a node reference

with the USE. Since the external environment has no implicit access to this mechanism

an explicit method is provided to get the reference from its DEF name string. EventOut

notification is also conceptually different since creating a ROUTE is not possible

between the VRML scene and the external environment. The application must create a

method to be called when the eventOut occurs. This method is registered with an

eventOut of a given node. When the eventOut generates an event the registered method is

called.
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6.5.1.2 The Browser Object

The application communicates with the VRML world by first obtaining a reference to

a browser object. This allows the application to uniquely identify a particular VRML

avatar or object in an environment where multiple scenes are available.

A Java application communicates with a VRML world by first obtaining an instance

of a Browser or CBrowser class, both of which implement the IBrowser interface. The

IBrowser interface is the Java encapsulation of the VRML scene. It contains the entire

Browser Script Interface as well as a getNode() method which returns a Node when

given a DEF name string. The IBrowser class also contains beginUpdate( ) and

endUpdate() methods to allow grouping of events to be sent to the scene.

An instance of an existing scene is obtained by instantiating a Browser class. This class

is used when the application is embedded in another environment (such as a HTML

browser), which has already instantiated one or more VRML scenes. This class may be

instantiated in two ways (Marrin, 1997):

public Browser(Applet pApplet);

public Browser(Applet pApplet, String frameName, int index);

The Applet class is a standard Java class which is the encapsulation of the application

in the environment. The first form associates the first or only VRML scene with the

instantiation. The second form is more general and allows aframeName string identifying

the container owning the desired VRML scene to be specified. Passing NULL or the

empty string selects the first or only container in the environment. Additionally, an index

of the VRML scene within the container can be specified. This is used in environments

where a given container can own more than one sub-component. If this is not the case, a

value of 0 shall be specified.

To create a new instance of a VRML scene, the CBrowser class is used. This class

implements the Browser interface and also extends the AWT Component class.

Therefore it can have all the capabilities of accessing the scene, plus it can be added to an
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AWT Container class. When creating an instance of CBrowser, the replaceWorld( ) or

loadURL( ) methods of the Browser class are used to add the initial scene.

6.5.1.3 Initialize and Shutdown

Upon instantiation of a browser class, the scene may not yet be loaded. When loading

is complete, but before any events are processed or the scene is displayed, the initialize( )

method is called. This method may be subclassed to receive notification that the scene

has been loaded and nodes can be accessed using the getNode( ) method. Similarly, when

the scene is replaced or unloaded (e.g., when the application has been terminated) the

shutdown( ) method is called. Once this method is called, further access to the current

scene shall produce undefined results. In the case where one scene is unloaded and

another is loaded [e.g., when replaceWorld( ) is called, shutdown( ) is called to signal

the unloading of the previous scene, then initialize( ) is called to signal the loading of the

new scene].

Node Access

Once an instance of the browser is obtained and a reference established, it can be used

to gain access to specific nodes in the VRML world currently contained by the browser.

This is done using the getNode( ) method of the Browser class, which is passed the DEF

name of the desired node and returns a reference to that node. This reference can then be

used to access eventIns and eventOuts of that node, or in calls to the Browser Script

Interface.

The Browser Script Interface

All methods in the Browser Script Interface are available to an EAI application. The

interface is the same as for Script node scripts. Any node reference obtained with the

getNode( ) method can be used in these methods.
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Sending events

Once a node reference is obtained, all its eventIns are accessible using the

getEventln( ) method. This method is passed the name of the eventIn and returns a

reference to an EventIn instance, if an eventIn with that name is found. ExposedFields

can also be accessed, either by giving a string for the exposedField itself (such as

"translation") or by giving the name of the corresponding eventIn (such as

"set translation").

Once an instance of the desired EventIn is obtained, an event can be sent to it by calling

any of various methods related to the eventIn reference. However, EventIn has no

methods for sending events. It must first be cast to the appropriate eventIn subclass,

which contains methods for sending events of the given type.

Sending an eventln to a VRML scene containing this node will take on the form:

DEF Mover Transform { ... }

Here is the Java code for sending an event to change the translation field (assume

browser is the instance of a Browser, ABrowser, or CBrowser class gotten from a

previous call) (Marrin, 1997):

Node mover = browser. getNode ("Mover") ;
EventInSFVec3f translation =

(EventInSFVec3f) mover.getEventIn( "settranslation ");

float value[3] = new float[3];
value[0] = 5; value[l] = 0; value[2] = 1;
translation. setValue (value);

In the above example, the translation value (5, 0, 1) is sent to the translation field of the

Transform node.
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Reading eventOut values

Once a node reference is obtained, all its eventOuts are accessible using the

getEventOut( ) method. This method is passed the name of the eventOut and returns a

reference to and EventOut instance, if an eventOut with than name is found.

ExposedFields can also be accessed, either by giving a string for the exposedField itself

(such as "translation") or by giving the name of the corresponding eventOut (such as

"translationchanged").

Once an instance of a desired EventOut is obtained, two operations can be

performed. The current value of the eventOut can be retrieved, and a callback can be

setup to be invoked whenever the eventOut is generated. EventOut does not have any

methods for getting the current value so it must be cast into the appropriate eventOut

subclass type, which contains appropriate access methods.

Using the eventIn example above, the current value of the translation field can be read

like this (Marrin, 1997):

float current[] = ((EventOutSFVec3f)

(mover. getEventOut ("translationchanged"))) .getValue (;

The array current now contains 3 floats with the x, y, and z components of the current

translation value.

Notification of eventOut changes

To receive notification when an eventOut is generated from the scene, the applet must

first subclass the EventOutObserver class, implementing the callbacko method. Next

the advise() method of EventOut is passed the EventOutObserver. Then whenever an

event is generated for that eventOut, the callbacko method is executed and is passed the

value and timestamp of the event. The advise() method is also passed a user defined

object. This value is passed to the callback() method when an event is generated and can

be used by the application author to pass user defined data to the callback. It allows a
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single EventOutObserver subclass to handle events from multiple sources. It is a

subclass of the standard java Object class so it can be used to hold any data.

Using the above example again, the applet can get notified when the translation field

of the Transform is changed like this (Marrin, 1997):

public class MyObserver implements EventOutObserver {
public void callback(EventOut value,

double timeStamp,
Object data)

{
// cast value into an EventOutSFVec3f and use it

}
}

MyObserver observer = new MyObserver;
mover.getEventOut ("translationchanged").advise(observer, null);

6.5.1.4 Interface Hierarchy

The Java implementation of the External Authoring Interface is specified in three

Java packages: vrml.external, vrml.external.field, and

vrml. external. exception which need to be included in the Java file. All of the

members of package vrmi. external. exception are classes derived from

java.lang.RuntimeException; the rest of the members of the packages are specified as

interfaces (with the exception of vrml.external.field.Field'ypes, which merely

defines an integer constant for each EventIn/EventOut type). This allows the compiled

Java applet to be used with any VRML browser's External Authoring Interface

implementation. The hierarchy for the three packages is shown in Appendix B.

6.6 Prototype Model

Following the EAI interface framework to connect the VRML scene (i.e., avatar) with

Java, Figure 6-9 shows the layout of the prototype. The VRML file will contain the
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avatar geometries as well as their animation sequences. Java AWT components will be

used to create the user interface that will control the avatar gesture invocation. These two

components will be interfaced through the External Authoring Interface framework

which has been outlined in Section 6.5. Of course, all the components will be wrapped

together as an applet or an application that will embed these components and then display

the results on a VRML canvas or browser.

User Interface
Gesture Control

(i.e., buttons to invoke
ciestures)

Animation Capable
VRML Canvas/Browser

EA1'

Figure 6-9: Prototype Design Model

The flow of the prototype can be summarized as follows, as illustrated in Figure 6-10.

First, a handle to the VRML canvas is made so that the Java applet/application can
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communicate with it to receive and send messages. Second, the scene (i.e., avatar) is

initialized and loaded into the canvas. Because there exists a reference or handle to the

canvas, the VRML object may be referenced to from Java code. Third, the relevant nodes

of the scene are accessed. Fourth, events are sent to the relevant nodes to trigger an

effect. Specifically, an event is sent to invoke the animation nodes and constructs that

has been implemented in the VRML file, which leads to the chain of events that result in

the animation of the avatar as it was modeled in Section 6.4. Once the animation cycle is

completed, another event is sent out from the VRML scene which the Java portion listens

for to know what the current state is.

Browser Object

Initialize Scene

Figure 6-10: Event Flow Layout

6.7 Summary

The gesture expression prototype was designed to be an enhancing component of a

collaborative system that will further enable effective social interaction through a greater

degree of personal expression by the means of gesturing. The designed followed a
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standard VRML-Java interface model which allows the elements of a virtual

environment, represented through VRML, be controlled and implemented through Java.

This prototype design consciously made the point of excluding forms of gestures other

than emblematic ones due to the burdensome equipment and/or mechanisms that other

forms of gestures, such as speech-accompanying types, representation would require.

6.7.1 Positives of the Design

The most significant capability of this prototype design is that it would provide the

user the ability to express gestures to convey certain meaning and emotional states in a

very simple and natural manner. By having the ability to gesture certain messages to

others, a greater sense of natural face-to-face human interaction is achieved. In such

artificial representation of humans in virtual environments, it is very difficult to have the

natural freedom to express oneself, thus reducing the realistic social interaction

experience. With a gesturing ability, it gives avatars and thereby the users in the

environment the ability to express themselves (personal expression component of social

interaction) which in turn increases social feedback. Finally, because this prototype is

designed to be implemented on top of a collaboration system such as CAIRO, the

architecture may very easily be connected into the CAIRO structure as part of the 3D

interface driver as completed by DiSEL '98-'99.

6.7.2 Shortfalls

One possible concern about the design would be the technology that is involved in it,

namely the VRML-Java interface. Despite its use, the technology is relatively young and

thus not as robust as it can be. Moreover, the technology behind VRML and Java

coupling has not been formally standardized, and many are experimenting with proposed

ideas for specifications. Although in theory, the designed prototype should run smoothly

once implemented, the interface may still pose to be unstable to a degree, resulting in

unexplained crashes, for example. Moreover, a robust VRML-Java browser or canvas
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needs to be embedded as well in order to fully take advantage of the ideas proposed

behind the gesturing prototype.

Another shortfall may be that although emblematic gestures can be represented

consciously by the user, other types of gesturing, such as iconics and beats (refer to

Chapter 3) cannot be expressed readily. While this is largely a matter of having the user

connected to the system through sensor equipment, when considering personal expression

and social interaction as a whole in virtual environments, the lack of these human

behaviors present an element of unnaturalness. Despite the fact that those types of

gestures were purposely excluded in this thesis, that does not mean that it is not important

in the general perspective of collaboration and social interaction in virtual environments.

The user ideally should, in theory, be able to express a full range of gestures and

expressions to convey and perceive ideas to and from other users to attain the most

realistic interaction experience. Section 7.2 of the following chapter will extend the

discussion of future work that is needed in gesture expression for the user in a virtual

environment. Moreover, methods of how user can communicate with the computer to

produce natural gestures that will be expressed through the user's representation in the

virtual world will also be explored further in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

Anyone who has taken part in a collaborative process can attest to the importance of

communication among the participants in the successfulness of the effort. As we have

seen through the discussion of social interaction, there is little doubt that the ability to

transmit and perceive elements of human behavior is integral in achieving a full degree of

effective collaboration. These conditions hold true for both face-to-face meetings as well

as meetings conducted over a virtual environment through a collaboration enabling

system such as CAIRO.

7.1 Overview

This thesis has given an in-depth overview of one of the fundamental concepts of

effective collaboration, namely social interaction, and how this element can be enhanced

in a virtual environment where collaborative meeting effort is conducted. A current

research-based collaboration system, CAIRO, was introduced as a working example of

how social interaction can be implemented in a networked system. Distributed Software

Engineering Laboratory was also discussed to bring to light some of the work that has

been conducted to enhance social interaction in the context of distributed collaboration.

Finally, a specific aspect of personal expression, gestures, that act to increase social

feedback and thus, social interaction, was explored. Significance and relevance of

gestures to social interaction and communication was discussed, concluding with a
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proposed design of a gesture expression prototype that would allow a user of a system

such as CAIRO to control gesturing behavior of his representative avatar.

7.2 Future

A emblematic gesture expression capability that is designed in this thesis will

enhance the ability of a user in a virtual environment to express himself, which

effectively will result in a greater degree of social interaction among the participants.

However, emblematic gesture capabilities in such a collaborative system as CAIRO are

only a step toward achieving a level of social interaction that is as natural and effective as

a face-to-face one. As discussed in Section 6.7.2, other types of gestures such as beats,

deictics, and iconics need to be represented in order for the system to successfully

achieve a level of natural human interaction in the virtual environment that is put forth by

the three-dimensional interface of CAIRO. In addition to gesturing ability of the avatars,

other forms of non-verbal communication, such as facial expression and gaze, needs to be

incorporated into the user's real-time control over the avatar's behavior. Moreover, there

is also work that needs to be done to actually implement the design into the existing

three-dimensional interface and the underlying networked collaborative system. These

are some of the future work that needs to be done in this field.

7.2.1 Implementation of Design

As part of work that will be done in the future, the implementation of the gesture

prototype design needs to be incorporated into the three-dimensional interface developed

by the DiSEL '98 team. By doing so, there would be a connection to a network that is

provided by the underlying features of CAIRO. The proposed design should be able to fit

into the 3D interface readily when the standardized avatars and their animations are

produced successfully, as the implemented 3D interface utilizes Java and VRML

technologies already.
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With the gesture expression ability incorporated, social interaction would be greatly

enhanced as users would be able to see and interact each other in a three-dimensional

space through a three-dimensional representation of themselves via an avatar. Personal

expression would be increased, social feedback would also increase as a result, and the

ability to collaborate would also increase with this enhanced level of interaction and

communication in the virtual environment.

7.2.2 Methods of Representing Other Types of Gestures

As mentioned in Section 6.7.2, one of the shortfalls of the prototype is that it excludes

the user from representing what would be categorized as speech-accompanying gestures

that include those gestures that are iconic, metaphoric, deictic, and beats. In order for

these gesture types to be expressed and represented via an avatar in the virtual

environment, some sort of communication between the user and the computer is

necessary. This is so because in order for the system to represent real-time gesturing

behavior of the user, there must be some kind of connection between what the user is

saying or doing in that virtual environment and the computer system that takes that

information to provide the relevant avatar motion. There are several methods to model

this communication between the user and the computer to transfer such information.

7.2.2.1 Sensor Equipment

One method by which a user can communicate with the computer to feed information

about his physical gesturing motions is by wearing sensor equipment. An example of

such a gesture recognition system is Gandalf, developed at the Gesture and Narrative

Language Group at the MIT Media Lab (Th6risson, 1997). Such system by which the

user would wear a sensor equipment, for example an electromagnetic tracking system,

on his body is possible. Another type of sensor equipment that has been used for hand

gestures is a DataGlove, which is put on the user's hand to interact with the computer

system which then uses a recognition software to generate and express the gestures

(Wexelblat, 1994). However, for obvious physical constraints posed by the intrusive and
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bulky nature of the method, such an implementation for a real-time collaboration system

seems far-fetched.

7.2.2.2 Wireless Gesture Detection

A next generation of sensor equipment that can be used to detect gesture motion uses

video cameras (Gesture and Narrative Language Group). Such a method uses approaches

from image processing and speech recognition technology to recognize hand gestures.

One method involves producing a chain code using the position and orientation of hands

and fingers as captured in video images (CHI '95). Motion is determined through

determination of differences in frame-to-frame. A neural network then can be setup that

can be trained on a number of gestures, relying on an assumption that gesture recognition

is a pattern recognition process (CHI '95).

7.2.2.3 Gesture Recognition via Speech and/or Text Input

Another method by which a user and the computer can interact to generate relevant

real-time gestures is through a recognition mechanism by which speech, text, or the

combination of the two can be recognized automatically by the system and consequently

generate a matching gesture motion. If the user is interacting with others in the virtual

environment by verbally speaking into a microphone, a speech recognizer can be

implemented along with an interpreter that will extract certain semantic features of the

speech to produce a relevant gesture representation. Similarly, if a text dialog is used, a

recognizer will observe the speech that is typed, analyze the context of speech, and then

use an interpreter to translate it to a relevant gesture motion. The combination of speech

and text can be utilized by using the two methods together.

A problem with this approach is that the robustness and effectiveness of the

recognizer totally depends on the capability of the speech recognizer and the interpreter.

The approach and the result is only as good and reliable as the ability of the recognizer to

correctly identify words and/or phrases, recognize their context in speech, and associate

them with the appropriate gestures. Such task is enormous and complicated, and it is no
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surprise that much of the existing technology for this is not nearly as dependable and

robust as one would like it to be (CHI '95).

7.3 Final Thoughts

Enabling an effective form of collaboration for a distributed team over a networked

system is a challenging task to perfect. Many issues of communication and human

interaction arise when addressing such a topic as seen in Chapters 2 and 3. Specifically,

elements of social interaction as it pertains to collaborative virtual environments were

considered in this thesis. Gestures were also shown to play an important role in social

interaction in virtual environments. To the aim of enhancing social interaction elements

in a collaborative system like CAIRO, DiSEL '98 developed a 3D interface and this

thesis explored the design of a gesturing capability within this context.

There still remains much work to be done in perfecting the social interaction

capabilities over a virtual environment in a collaboration setting. Technology still limits

us in bringing certain aspects of this to life in a computer system. However, with

advancements in technology and through continuous efforts, as the DiSEL teams

provided, collaboration and social interactions within the collaborative context will

undoubtedly improve.
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Appendix A

VRML code structure for avatar
animation (adapted from Blaxxun, 1999)

DEF Animations Group {
children [
DEF WalkAnimation Group {
children [
DEF rshoulderRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF rhipRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF rkneeRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF relbowRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 -0.4, ... ]

}

DEF 1_shoulderRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 0, ... ]

}

DEF 1_hipRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 0, ... ]

}

DEF 1_kneeRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
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key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 1, ...]

}

DEF 1_elbowRotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF vl5RotWalk OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF HumanoidRootTransWalk PositionInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [ 0 0 0,

}
]

}

DEF StopAnimation Group {
children [
DEF jointTransStop PositionInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [ 0 0 0,

}

DEF jointRotStop OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyvalue [ 1 0 0 0,
}

]

}

DEF NoAnimation Group {
children [

DEF rshoulderRotNo OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF relbowRotNo OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF rwristRotNo OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyvalue [0 0 1 0, ...]

DEF skullbaseRotNo OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [0 1 0 0, ...]

}
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}

DEF HiAnimation Group {
children [

DEF v15RotHi OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyvalue [1 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF 1_shoulderRotHi OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF 1_elbowRotHi OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF 1_wristRotHi OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [0 0 1 0,...]

}
]

}

DEF HeyAnimation Group {

children [

DEF HumanoidRootTransHey PositionInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [ 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF HumanoidRootRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]
}

DEF skullbaseRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 ]
keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF shoulderRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF elbowRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF hipRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
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key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF kneeRotHey OrientationInterpolator {
key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF vl5RotHey OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

]

}

DEF YesAnimation Group {

children [

DEF 1_elbowRotYes OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [1 0 1 0, ...]

}

DEF 1_shoulderRotYes OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]
keyValue [1 0 0 0, ...]

}

DEF vc4RotYes OrientationInterpolator {

key [ 0, ... ]

keyValue [0 0 1 0, ...]

}

]

}

]

}

DEF Humanoid Humanoid {

version "1.0"
name "humanoid avatar"
info [
"authorName=Bluxxun/Joon Hor",
"authorEmail=gords@mit .edu",
"creationDate=April 20, 1999",

]
joints [

USE hanimHumanoidRoot,
USE hanimsacroiliac,
USE hanim rjhip,
USE hanim-r knee,
USE hanim_r_ankle,
USE hanimlhip,
USE hanim_1_knee,
USE hanim_1_ankle,
USE hanim v15,
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USE
USE

USE
USE
USE
USE

USE
USE
USE

hanim vc7,
hanim_r_shoulder,
hanim_r_elbow,
hanim_r_wrist,
hanim_1_shoulder,
hanim_1_elbow,
hanim_1_wrist,
hanimvc4,
hanimskullbase

]
segments [
USE hanimpelvis,
USE hanim_1_thigh,
USE hanimlcalf,
USE hanim_1_hindfoot,
USE hanim.r-thigh,

USE hanim r-calf,
USE hanim r_hindfoot,
USE hanim-c7,

USE hanim_1_upperarm,
USE hanimlforearm,
USE hanim 1_hand,

USE hanim r-upperarm,
USE hanim_r_forearm,
USE hanim r hand,
USE hanim.c4,
USE hanimskull

}

# Walk
ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO

ROUTE TimeWalk.fraction changed TO

ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO
ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO

ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO
ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO

ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO

ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO
ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO
ROUTE TimeWalk.fractionchanged TO

HumanoidRootTransWalk.setfraction
vl5RotWalk.setfraction
r_shoulderRotWalk.setfraction
r_elbowRotWalk.setfraction
r-hipRotWalk.setfraction
r_kneeRotWalk.setfraction
1_shoulderRotWalk.setfraction
1_elbowRotWalk.setfraction
1_hipRotWalk.setfraction
1_kneeRotWalk.setfraction

ROUTE HumanoidRootTransWalk.valuechanged TO

hanim HumanoidRoot.set_translation
ROUTE vl5RotWalk.valuechanged TO hanimv15.setrotation
ROUTE rshoulderRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim_r_shoulder.setrotation
ROUTE relbowRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim_r_elbow.setrotation

ROUTE r hipRotWalk.value_changed TO hanim_r-hip.set_rotation

ROUTE rkneeRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim r_knee.setrotation

ROUTE 1_shoulderRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim_1_shoulder.setrotation
ROUTE 1_elbowRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim_1_elbow.setrotation

ROUTE 1_hipRotWalk.value_changed TO hanim_1_hip.set_rotation

ROUTE 1_kneeRotWalk.valuechanged TO hanim_1_knee.setrotation

# Stop
ROUTE TimeStop.fraction_changed TO jointTransStop.setfraction
ROUTE TimeStop.fractionchanged TO jointRotStop.set_fraction
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ROUTE jointTransStop.valuechanged TO

hanim HumanoidRoot.settranslation
ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_v15.setrotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_r_shoulder.setrotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_r_elbow.setrotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_r hip.set_rotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_r_knee.setrotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_1_shoulder.setrotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_1_elbow.setrotation
ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_1_hip.set_rotation

ROUTE jointRotStop.value_changed TO hanim_1_knee.setrotation

# Hello
ROUTE Time_1.fraction changed TO vl5RotHi.setfraction
ROUTE Time_1.fraction changed TO 1_shoulderRotHi.setfraction
ROUTE Time_1.fraction changed TO 1_elbowRotHi.setfraction

ROUTE Time_1.fraction changed TO 1_wristRotHi.setfraction

ROUTE vl5RotHi.value changed TO hanim_v15.setrotation
ROUTE 1_shoulderRotHi.value changed TO hanim_1_shoulder.setrotation
ROUTE 1_elbowRotHi.value_changed TO hanim_1_elbow.setrotation

ROUTE 1_wristRotHi.value_changed TO hanim_1_wrist.setrotation

# Hey
ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO HumanoidRootTransHey.setfraction
ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO skullbaseRotHey.setfraction

ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO shoulderRotHey.setfraction

ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO elbowRotHey.set_fraction
ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO HumanoidRootRotHey.setfraction
ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO hipRotHey.setfraction

ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO kneeRotHey.setfraction

ROUTE Time_2.fraction changed TO vl5RotHey.setfraction

ROUTE HumanoidRootTransHey.valuechanged TO

hanimHumanoidRoot.settranslation
ROUTE skullbaseRotHey.value-changed TO hanimskullbase.setrotation

ROUTE shoulderRotHey.valuechanged TO hanim_1_shoulder.setrotation

ROUTE shoulderRotHey.valuechanged TO hanim_r_shoulder.setrotation
ROUTE elbowRotHey.value_changed TO hanim_1_elbow.setrotation
ROUTE elbowRotHey.value_changed TO hanim r_elbow.setrotation
ROUTE HumanoidRootRotHey.valuechanged TO

hanimHumanoidRoot.setrotation
ROUTE hipRotHey.valuechanged TO hanim_1_hip.setrotation
ROUTE hipRotHey.valuechanged TO hanim_r_hip.setrotation
ROUTE kneeRotHey.value_changed TO hanim_1_knee.setrotation
ROUTE kneeRotHey.value_changed TO hanim_r_knee.setrotation
ROUTE vl5RotHey.value changed TO hanim_v15.setrotation

# Yes
ROUTE Time_3.fraction-changed TO skullbaseRotHey.setfraction
ROUTE Time_3.fraction changed TO vc4RotYes.setfraction
ROUTE Time_3.fraction-changed TO 1_shoulderRotYes.setfraction

ROUTE Time_3.fraction-changed TO 1_elbowRotYes.setfraction
ROUTE vc4RotYes.value-changed TO hanimvc4.setrotation
ROUTE 1_elbowRotYes.valuechanged TO hanim_1_elbow.setrotation
ROUTE 1_shoulderRotYes.value-changed TO hanim_1_shoulder.setrotation
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# No
ROUTE Time_6.fraction changed TO skullbaseRotNo.setfraction

ROUTE Time_6.fraction changed TO r_shoulderRotNo.setfraction

ROUTE Time_6.fraction changed TO relbowRotNo.setfraction
ROUTE Time_6.fraction changed TO rwristRotNo.setfraction

ROUTE skullbaseRotNo.value_ changed TO hanimskullbase.setrotation

ROUTE rshoulderRotNo.valuechanged TO hanim_r_shoulder.setrotation
ROUTE relbowRotNo.value_changed TO hanim_r_elbow.setrotation

ROUTE rwristRotNo.valuechanged TO hanim r wrist.setrotation
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Appendix B

Java EAI Package Hierarchy (Marrin, 1997)

The Java implementation of the External Authoring Interface in Java packages:
vrml . external, vrml . external. f ield, and vrml . external . exception

vrml . external

+- vrml . external. IBrowser
+- vrml.external.Browser
+- vrml . external . CBrowser

+- vrml.external.Node
+- vrml.external.field

+- vrml.external.field.Eventln
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFColor
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFFloat
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMvIFInt32
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFNode
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFRotation
+- vrml.external.field.EventlnMFString
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFVec2f
+- vrml.external.field.EventInMFVec3f
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFBool
+- vrml .external. field.EventInSFColor
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFFloat
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFImage
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFInt32
+- vrml .external . field.EventInSFNode
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFRotation
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFString
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFTime
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFVec2f
+- vrml.external.field.EventInSFVec3f

vrml.external.field.EventOut
+- vrm-vmltteal.el.field.EventOutMField

+-Ivrmvl ernal.e l.field.EventOutMFColor
+- vrml.external.field.EventOutMFFloat
+- vrml.external.field.EventOutMFInt32
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vrna.external.field.EventOutMFNode
vrml.external.field.EventOutMFRotation
vrml.external.field.EventOutMFString
vrml.external.field.EventOutMFVec2f
vrml.external.field.EventOutMFVec3f

vrml.external.field.EventOutSFBool
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFColor
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFFloat
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFImage
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFInt32
vrna.external.field.EventOutSFNode
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFRotation
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFString
vrrra.exte=al.field.EventOutSFTime
vrml.external.field.EventOutSFVec2f
vrnd.external.field.EventOutSFVec3f

vrml.external.field.EventOutObserver
vrrnl.external.field.FieldTypes

vrml.external.exception
vrnLI.external.exception.InvalidEventInException
vrml.external.exception.invalidEventOutException
vrml.external.exception.InvalidNodeException
vrml.external.exception.invalidVrmlException
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